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Parents and peers play an important role in the type of risk attitudes and behaviors that 
adolescents learn, internalize, and act upon, yet little is known about how these various 
socialization mechanisms interact and inform risky decision making across development. In this 
dissertation, I present a program of research investigating neurodevelopmental changes in the 
value, internalization, and socialization of parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes across adolescence. 
Study 1 shows that, unlike susceptibility to parent influence, susceptibility to peer influence is 
sensitive to individual differences in the value associated with peers’ risk attitudes during early 
adolescence, an effect that went away by mid-adolescence. Study 2 suggests that adolescents 
consider their own risk attitudes and the internalized risk attitudes of their parents—but not their 
peers—when constructing their own risk attitudes, particularly in early adolescence. Study 3 
demonstrates that adolescents largely stand firm in their own attitudes under conflicting 
influences and conform to parents and peers selectively based on the type of behavior and 
influence. These studies provide novel evidence for the role of midline cortical brain regions 
(e.g., ventromedial and medial prefrontal cortices) in integrating others’ risk attitudes across 
development and across social contexts. Taken together, this dissertation identifies key 
neurodevelopmental processes in adolescence that can shift the motivational value away from 
external influences to individual preferences during risky decision making. 
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CHAPTER 1: NEURODEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN PARENT AND PEER 
INFLUENCE ON RISKY DECISION MAKING ACROSS ADOLESCENCE 
 
Introduction 
 For better or for worse, some of our most vivid memories are the ones we made as a 
teenager. Flashbacks of questionable fashion choices, friendship cliques, and faux pas reinforce 
just how tumultuous the adolescent years can be. Such sentiments extend beyond conjecture: 
Research has consistently shown that people, across culture and age, remember more events 
from adolescence and early adulthood than from any other stage of their lives (Munawar, Kuhn, 
& Haque, 2018). Why are the adolescent years so memorable? One prominent theory suggests 
that, despite the awkward and emotionally volatile nature of adolescence, individuals 
undoubtedly remember the experiences that helped define who they are and what they value 
(Conway, 2005; Rathbone, Moulin, & Conway, 2008). 
Adolescence: A Formative Period of Identity and Social Development 
“By definition, a transition period such as adolescence is disequilibrating and disrupting 
and thus replete with opportunities that are both dangerous and growth enhancing” (Baumrind, 
1987). 
One of the core developmental tasks during adolescence is establishing a stable sense of 
identity. Erikson’s influential theory of psychosocial development proposes that the identity of 
an individual occurs in context, internally constructed through “an intense exploration of 
personal values, beliefs and goals and experimentation with different roles, activities, and 
behaviors” (Erikson, 1963, 1980). While an “identity crisis” can happen throughout life, 
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adolescence is a particularly unique time for identity development because of the conflicting, 
everchanging social landscape in which youth are formulating their system of values and 
attitudes. Indeed, the perceived opinions of others, such as parents and peers, not only influence 
how adolescents view themselves (Pfeifer et al., 2009; Van der Cruijsen, Peters, Zoetendaal, 
Pfeifer, & Crone, 2019), but also the types of values and attitudes they hold (Napper, Hummer, 
Chithambo, & LaBrie, 2015; Napper, Kenney, Hummer, Fiorot, & LaBrie, 2016; Pedersen et al., 
2017). Potential discrepancies between adolescents’ and others’ opinions can make it confusing 
or difficult to construct a cohesive and enduring sense of identity (Debrosse, Rossignac-Milon, 
Taylor, & Destin, 2018; Nawaz, 2011; Pugh & Hart, 1999). Thus, it is important to consider the 
social contexts in which adolescents define, reevaluate, and integrate the many facets of their 
identity. 
In addition to forming their identity, adolescents are challenged with simultaneously 
navigating changes in their social relationships, particularly with their parents and peers. As 
children transition into adolescence, parents’ monitoring behaviors typically decrease in order to 
give adolescents the autonomy to establish their identity, make decisions independently, and 
explore new interests (Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). Adolescents start to spend more 
unsupervised time in the presence of peers, who offer them unique opportunities to experiment 
with different social identities (J. F. Akers, Jones, & Coyl, 1998; Harter, 1999; Harter, Marold, 
Whitesell, & Cobbs, 1996; Pugh & Hart, 1999), learn about social norms (Simons-Morton et al., 
2014), and cultivate social cognitive skills, such perspective-taking (Choudhury, Blakemore, & 
Charman, 2006). Normative shifts in the salience and quality of parent vs. peer relations force 
adolescents to reconcile to what extent, and in which contexts, they continue relying on their 
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parents for support and guidance, or find solace in their emerging relationships with peers 
(Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). 
The social reorientation of adolescence is accompanied by a biologically-driven 
reconfiguration of the salience of social cues (Nelson, Jarcho, & Guyer, 2016; Nelson, 
Leibenluft, McClure, & Pine, 2005a). A cascade of pubertal, physiological, and neurobiological 
changes renders adolescents uniquely attuned to the processing and use of social information 
from their environment, which has implications for the effect of parent and peer influences. The 
onset of adolescence is often marked by puberty, during which a rapid surge in pubertal 
hormones (e.g., testosterone) drives significant changes in physical growth and sexual maturation 
(Schulz & Sisk, 2006), brain development (Goddings et al., 2014; Klapwijk et al., 2013), and 
social, emotional, and cognitive processing (Dahl & Forbes, 2010; Goddings, Burnett Heyes, 
Bird, Viner, & Blakemore, 2012). Furthermore, heightened physiological arousal and neural 
activity in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), a region involved in self-related processing, 
underlies adolescents’ tendency to experience pervasive feelings of self-consciousness and social 
evaluation just simply by being in presence of peers (Somerville et al., 2012). During 
adolescence, cortical midline brain systems associated with self-relevant processing (e.g., dorsal 
and ventral sub-regions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)) show protracted development 
(Blakemore, den Ouden, Choudhury, & Frith, 2007; Moriguchi, Ohnishi, Mori, Matsuda, & 
Komaki, 2007). In contrast, dopaminergic mesolimbic circuitry implicated in motivational and 
affective processes (e.g., ventral striatum, VS) are hypersensitive (Braams, van Duijvenvoorde, 
Peper, & Crone, 2015; Schreuders et al., 2018), biasing adolescents toward many reward-
motivated (goal-directed) behaviors, such as sensation-seeking and risk-taking behavior. 
Collectively, these findings suggest that the complex interplay of psychosocial and biological 
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processes in adolescence may facilitate a heightened attunement to the rewarding (e.g., 
acceptance) and aversive (e.g., rejection) consequences of social behavior.  
The “perfect storm” of identity crises, shifting social priorities, and neurobiological 
maturation has long been assumed to explain elevated levels of risk-taking behaviors observed 
during adolescence. Much of this evidence has come from experimental studies that have 
manipulated the social environment in which adolescents make risky decisions (e.g., alone vs. 
with peers) (Chein, Albert, O’Brien, Uckert, & Steinberg, 2011) to explore its neurocognitive 
underpinnings. Compared to children or adults, adolescents show significant variability in risk-
seeking preferences (Goldenberg, Telzer, Lieberman, Fuligni, & Galvan, 2017; van 
Duijvenvoorde et al., 2015), more strongly endorse, or engage in, risk-taking behaviors (Braams 
et al., 2015), which is exacerbated in peer contexts (Knoll, Leung, Foulkes, & Blakemore, 2017a; 
Knoll, Magis-Weinberg, Speekenbrink, & Blakemore, 2015; Somerville et al., 2018), and exhibit 
heightened activity in reward-related brain circuitry during risky decision making (Braams et al., 
2015; Chein et al., 2011; Galvan et al., 2006). While some risk-taking behaviors may be socially 
constructive (Do, Guassi Moreira, & Telzer, 2017; Duell & Steinberg, 2018), such as exploring 
novel experiences or defending the vulnerable, others can lead to long-term, health-
compromising behavior patterns, such as substance use or delinquency. Therefore, adolescents’ 
ability to strike a balance between establishing a unique sense of self and fitting in amidst a 
changing social milieu has important implications for the socialization and development of risky 
attitudes and behaviors.  
At Risk of Being Risky: Contributions of Attitudes and Social Norms  
 Given the remarkable social and biological plasticity of adolescence, it is perhaps 
unsurprising that researchers, policymakers, parents, and educators have devoted considerable 
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attention and resources toward understanding the factors that leave adolescents at risk of being 
risky. Fishbein and Ajzen’s Theory of Reasoned Action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & 
Ajzen, 1975) suggests that there are two important factors that influence adolescents’ willingness 
to engage in risk-taking behavior: adolescents’ attitudes and perceived social norms. Attitudes 
refer to the positive or negative evaluations that adolescents ascribe to a given risk behavior, 
such as approving or disapproving of alcohol use (e.g., pro-alcohol vs. anti-alcohol attitudes). 
Perceived social norms refer to how positively or negatively one perceives others will be toward 
a given risk behavior. Both adolescents’ attitudes and their perceptions of others’ attitudes 
influence their intentions to take risks, which in turn predict future risk-taking behavior. For 
example, adolescents will be more willing to use alcohol if they personally approve of drinking 
and believe their peers also approve of drinking (Pedersen et al., 2017). 
 Classic theories of social influence emphasize the role of parents and peers in how risk 
attitudes are learned and internalized during adolescence. According to Social Learning Theory 
(R. L. Akers, 1973; A Bandura & Kupers, 1964), adolescents define their own risk attitudes in 
part by internalizing the risk attitudes of their parents and peers. Adolescents can learn what their 
parents’ and peers’ attitudes are either directly through observation and interaction or indirectly 
through estimating the “typical” attitudes of that group. Adolescents are more likely to adopt 
others’ attitudes, a process known as internalization, if the potential benefits of conforming (e.g., 
social acceptance) outweigh the costs of defecting (e.g., social exclusion). Furthermore, Social 
Identity Theory (Hogg & Reid, 2006; Tajfel & Turner, 1979) suggests that the social groups in 
which adolescents learn and appraise others’ risk attitudes is critical for successful transmission 
of attitudes. Adolescents are more likely to internalize the attitudes endorsed by the social group 
with whom they most identify with, suggesting the effect of adolescents’ attitudes on risk-taking 
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behavior ultimately depends on the type of norms that are valued in the social group with whom 
adolescents most identify with.  
Developmental Changes in Susceptibility to Parental and Peer Influence 
Although it is well established that both parents and peers influence adolescents’ risk 
attitudes and behaviors (Telzer, Rogers, & van Hoorn, 2017), it remains unclear if, and when, the 
effects of peer influence surpass the effects of parent influence across adolescence. While the lay 
assumption is that an imbalance of influence between peers and parents leaves adolescents 
particularly vulnerable to negative peer pressures, evidence in support of this claim is mixed. 
Seminal work from Berndt (1967) examined parent and peer conformity on antisocial, prosocial, 
and neutral behaviors using a cross-sectional sample spanning 3rd to 12th grade. There were 
quadratic developmental differences in peer conformity to antisocial behaviors, such that peer 
conformity steadily increased from 3rd grade, peaked in 9th grade, and declined thereafter 
(Berndt, 1979). In contrast, parent conformity to prosocial and neutral behaviors (antisocial 
behavior was not measured) declined from 3rd to 12th grade (Berndt, 1979), suggesting that peer 
conformity and parent conformity are negatively correlated. Other studies have similarly shown 
adolescents’ alcohol use is more strongly influenced by peer factors more than parent factors 
cross-sectionally (Sawyer & Stevenson, 2008) and longitudinally (A. R. Deutsch, Wood, & 
Slutske, 2017). In contrast, another body of literature suggests parents are either more effective 
at influencing risk behavior compared to peers (Cook, Buehler, & Henson, 2009) or exert a 
similar level of influence as their peers (Chassin, Presson, Sherman, Montello, & McGrew, 1986; 
van Hoorn, McCormick, Rogers, Ivory, & Telzer, 2018). In contrast to popular conceptions of 
adolescence, there is limited evidence suggesting that age-related increases in the effects of peer 
influence correspond with age-related decreases in the effects of parent influence.  
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The extent to which adolescents are susceptible to influence from parents or peers also 
varies as a function of the type of behavior under consideration. Previous studies have shown 
that adolescents are more likely to conform to parents over peers on academic or career topics, 
but are more likely to conform to peers over parents on status or identity concerns (Biddle, Bank, 
& Marlin, 1980; Brittain, 1963; Sebald & White, 1980; Utech & Hoving, 1969). In one study, the 
age at which youth showed the greatest susceptibility to peer influence differed based on the type 
of behavior (Berndt, 1979). Specifically, peer conformity: (1) showed steady increases from 3rd 
grade before peaking in 9th grade in response to antisocial behaviors; (2) peaked in 6th grade 
before declining into 12th grade in response to prosocial behaviors; and (3) appeared relatively 
stable from 3rd to 12th grade in response to neutral behaviors (Berndt, 1979). Thus, trajectories of 
susceptibility to influence may also vary depending on the type of behavior used to assess the 
relative impact of parents and peers. 
The Role of Subjective Value in Social Influence 
How is it that adolescents are more susceptible to their peers in one social context, but 
can be so easily swayed by their parents in another social context? One conclusion from these 
findings is that adolescents differentially value parent and peer influence in different contexts, 
and adapt their behavior to be more in line with the source of influence with whom is most 
competent or relevant for that decision. That is, seemingly “inconsistent” patterns of conformity 
may reflect meaningful differences in what an adolescent values in a given social context, which, 
in turn, guides goal-directed behaviors. Value-based decision making models are particularly 
well suited for quantifying the extent to which decision making is driven by motivational factors 
with high subjective value, a process that is centered in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
(vmPFC), a brain region important for computing the value of various stimuli (Bartra, McGuire, 
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& Kable, 2013; Levy & Glimcher, 2012). For example, it has recently been proposed that 
developmental differences in what adolescents vs. adults value may help explain the diversity of 
risk taking behaviors—from exploration to impulsive behavior—that arise during adolescence 
(Do, Sharp, & Telzer, 2020), suggesting that risk taking may be a motivated, goal-directed 
decision rather than a lapse in judgment. Furthermore, behavioral and neural measures of 
subjective value have also been shown to predict individual differences in being influenced and 
influencing others (Falk & Scholz, 2018). Taken together, these perspectives suggest that while, 
on average, there may be developmental changes in the relative influence of parents vs. peers 
across adolescence, the social group with whom adolescents most identify with and value may 
vary depending on the context or decision at hand.  
Overview of Studies 
Adolescence is marked by an everchanging reconfiguration of the value and importance 
that adolescents attribute to their parents relative to peers, which has implications for the effect 
of parent and peer influence on characteristic reward-motivated behaviors, such as risk taking. 
The current program of research aims to examine developmental changes in the value, 
socialization, and internalization of parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes across adolescence.  
Study 1  
This longitudinal study will examine age-related changes in the intrinsic value of parent 
vs. peer influence from early adolescence to late adolescence. Adolescents completed three 
annual visits starting when adolescents were 12-14 years of age, a period during which there is 
high variability in identity development, the importance of parent and peer relationships, and 
brain-behavior associations. At each wave, adolescents underwent functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) and completed experimental tasks and questionnaires. In one of the 
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experimental tasks, adolescents made decisions to forgo various amounts of money (range: $.01-
.04) to learn what their parents or an age-matched peer group (aggregated average risk attitudes 
of same-aged adolescents from an independent sample) rated various risk behaviors—assessed 
prior to the task—before rating their own risk attitudes. The intrinsic value of social influence 
was quantified as the amount of money that adolescents were willing to forgo to learn what 
others’ risk attitudes were, calculated separately for each source of influence (parent, peers) and 
at each wave. Using multivariate growth models, I will test patterns of age-related change (i.e., 
linear, quadratic, cubic) in the intrinsic value of parent influence relative to the intrinsic value of 
peer influence. 
Study 2 
This longitudinal study will examine age-related changes in how adolescents 
differentially encode and internalize the perceived risk attitudes of their parents and peers. This 
study was conducted using experimental data collected as part of the larger three-wave, 
longitudinal project described in Study 1. Adolescents completed an experimental task during 
fMRI, in which they rated their own attitudes toward risky behaviors (e.g., having unprotected 
sex), the perceived attitudes of their parents, and the perceived attitudes of peers their age. To 
examine whether adolescents defined their own risk attitudes through the internalized risk 
perceptions of their parents and their peers over time, I will test how adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes develop in parallel with the perceived parent risk attitudes and perceived peer risk 
attitudes from early to mid-adolescence. Using multivariate growth models, I will examine 
longitudinal changes in how adolescents internalize perceived parent and peer risk attitudes in 
constructing their own risk attitudes, both at the behavioral level (Aim 1) and neural level (Aim 
2). First, I will test whether trajectories of adolescents’ risk attitudes become less discrepant from 
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trajectories of the perceived parent risk attitudes or trajectories of the perceived peer risk 
attitudes. Second, I will test whether adolescents’ risk attitudes will be determined, in part, by 
longitudinal changes in how a priori brain systems (vmPFC, dmPFC, mPFC, dACC) 
differentially encode their perceived parent vs. peer attitudes when evaluating their own risk 
preferences. That is, does the extent to which adolescents internalize perceptions of their parents’ 
vs. peers’ risk attitudes as their own change with age?  
Study 3 
Given expected differences in the value and internalization of parents vs. peers across 
adolescence, this cross-sectional study will examine how parent and peer influence unfolds 
across various domains and contexts during adolescence. I focus on early adolescence (12-14 
years of age) given prior work suggesting this period is a time of heightened susceptibility to 
different types of behavior (e.g., negative vs. positive) and types of social influence (e.g., 
antisocial and prosocial) (Foulkes, Leung, Fuhrmann, Knoll, & Blakemore, 2018; Knoll et al., 
2017a, 2015). During fMRI, adolescents completed an experimental task designed to assess 
whether they conform or resist social influence, particularly in contexts in which their own 
opinions conflicted with the (manipulated) opinions of others (parent only, peer only, both parent 
and peer) regarding different behaviors (constructive or unconstructive) and influences (positive 
or negative). Conformity was operationalized as choosing the person whose rating conflicted 
with the adolescent’s original rating, whereas resistance was operationalized as choosing the 
person whose rating matched the adolescent’s original rating. Using generalized linear mixed 
effects models, I will test how conformity to conflicting influences varies across different types 
of behaviors (Aim 1) and influences (Aim 2), both at the behavioral and neural level. 
Specifically, I will test whether peer vs. parent conformity is greater on constructive or 
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unconstructive behaviors and in response to positive or negative influences, and the neural 
correlates underlying these decisions. 
Significance 
Collectively, these studies will advance our understanding of adolescents’ susceptibility 
to parent vs. peer influence in two important ways. First, unlike prior studies of social influence, 
the current research does not undermine adolescents’ active role in learning, evaluating, and 
internalizing risk attitudes. The type of personal goals, values, and motivations that guide 
adolescent choices is fundamentally different from that of other developmental periods, 
highlighting the importance of understanding how these internal processes develop and motivate 
behavior across adolescence. Indeed, this perspective recognizes adolescents’ own agency and 
drive to explore unknown options and adapt to changing contexts and demands. To this end, 
these studies aim to characterize how adolescents’ risk attitudes occurs in relation to the 
perceived risk attitudes of their parents and peers across development and across social contexts.  
 Second, the current research integrates experimental, neuroimaging, and longitudinal 
approaches to better capture the complex interplay of psychosocial and biological mechanisms 
that underlie adolescents’ susceptibility to social influence. This multi-method approach is 
particularly well-suited for quantifying how observable, external (environmental) cues 
reciprocally influence internal, self-constructed processes that are more difficult to measure 
directly (e.g., self-report), such as assigning value to competing social goals. These studies will 
provide insight into how the highly plastic adolescent brain computes and compares the value of 
various social stimuli in the environment (e.g., perceived attitudes of parents vs. peers), and 
utilizes this information during decision making across adolescence.  
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CHAPTER 2  
STUDY 1: DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN THE VALUE AND INTEGRATION OF 
PARENT AND PEER RISK ATTITUDES 
 
Introduction 
Humans make decisions that reflect their personal values and goals. Decision making is 
guided by the value that individuals assign to a particular choice by explicitly or implicitly 
weighing its perceived costs and benefits against competing choices (Bartra et al., 2013; Levy & 
Glimcher, 2012). Value-based decision making is therefore a subjective process that depends on 
individual and contextual factors (Pfeifer & Berkman, 2018). Experimental paradigms have 
inferred the subjective value of different options based on participant ratings of positive feelings 
toward different reward values (e.g., little vs. a lot of money (Insel, Kastman, Glenn, & 
Somerville, 2017)) or reward types (e.g., winning for parents vs. peers (Braams & Crone, 2016); 
social vs. monetary rewards (Izuma, Saito, & Sadato, 2008)), the amount of time or effort 
exerted in order to obtain a rewarding outcome (Sullivan-Toole, DePasque, Holt-Gosselin, & 
Galván, 2019), or attentional preferences toward one outcome over others (Tamir & Mitchell, 
2012). Evidence from developmental neuroscience suggest that the extent to which subjective 
value is encoded and integrated in reward-related brain systems (e.g., ventromedial prefrontal 
cortex) underlie a wide range of characteristic adolescent behaviors, including risk taking 
(Barkley-Levenson & Galvan, 2014), social decisions impacting others (van den Bos, 
Westenberg, van Dijk, & Crone, 2010), and influencing and being influenced by others (Do, 
McCormick, & Telzer, 2020; Kwon, Do, McCormick, & Telzer, 2021; Welborn et al., 2015).  
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Compared to other types of value inputs (e.g., monetary), social rewards, such as parent 
or peer approval, may be particularly relevant and important in guiding goal-directed behavior 
during adolescence (Foulkes & Blakemore, 2016). The salience of social stimuli undergoes 
significant transformation around the onset of puberty (12-14 years), as evidenced by shifts in 
the relative impact of parents vs. peers (Berndt, 1979; Jones et al., 2014), and heightened 
neurobiological and physiological reactivity to social cues (Nelson et al., 2016; Nelson, 
Leibenluft, McClure, & Pine, 2005b) and social evaluation (Guyer, McClure-Tone, Shiffrin, 
Pine, & Nelson, 2009; Somerville et al., 2013). These findings highlight the potentially unique 
reward value that adolescents place on perceptions of what others value to inform their own 
choices, especially from parents and peers. Indeed, experimental data suggests peer influence 
changes the salience and value of risky choices and outcomes (Chein et al., 2011; O’Brien, 
Albert, Chein, & Steinberg, 2011; Weigard, Chein, Albert, Smith, & Steinberg, 2014), which, in 
turn, predicts adolescents’ real-life risk-taking behaviors (Saxbe, Del Piero, Immordino-Yang, 
Kaplan, & Margolin, 2015). In contrast to peers’ influence on the value of risky options, parents’ 
influence may increase the value of safer, non-risky choices instead (Telzer, Ichien, & Qu, 
2015). Consistent with value-based decision making models (Pfeifer & Berkman, 2018), these 
findings suggest that highly valued social inputs can motivate youth to enact different goal-
directed behaviors, depending on what is valued in a given social context. 
Theoretical and empirical accounts of social influence suggest that the opinions of others 
change the original value ascribed to a given choice, resulting in behavioral adjustments that 
align more closely with others’ choices (Falk & Scholz, 2018; Klucharev, Hytonen, Rijpkema, 
Smidts, & Fernandez, 2009). Social influence not only encompasses decisions to adopt the 
opinions of others (Knoll et al., 2015; Welborn et al., 2015), but also involves decisions to share 
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information with others (Vijayakumar et al., 2020). Prior work suggests sharing information is 
intrinsically rewarding for adolescents (Vijayakumar et al., 2020) and adults (Tamir & Mitchell, 
2012) alike. Perhaps overlooked, however, is the degree to which individuals intentionally solicit 
others’ opinions to guide their own choices. During adolescence, developmental changes in the 
social value of peers are hypothesized to explain why adolescents show increased susceptibility 
to peer influence across various domains (Brittain, 1963; Sebald & White, 1980), even more so 
than parents (Berndt, 1979; but see Welborn et al., 2015). This would suggest that peers have a 
stronger reinforcing value on adolescents’ attitudes and behavior than parents, though this 
hypothesis has not been tested empirically. In fact, little is known about whether the opinions of 
others is similarly valued and influential across development, raising an interesting question: 
Could decisions to selectively seek parent and peer opinions reflect differences in the 
motivational value of different sources of influence? To better understand the role of subjective 
value in social influence, it is key to characterize whether the opinions of parents and peers are 
equally valuable to adolescents, and to what extent the relative value of parent and peer opinions 
shapes adolescent decision making over time.  
Current Study 
The present longitudinal study had two goals. Our first goal was to examine 
developmental changes in the extent to which adolescents value seeking their parents’ vs. peers’ 
risk attitudes before forming their own risk attitudes. Our second goal was to examine how 
associations between the value of others’ risk attitudes and adolescents’ attitude change over 
time, and whether these associations depended on the source of influence (parents, peers). 
Adolescents and their parents completed three annual visits starting when adolescents were 12-
14 years of age. At each visit, adolescents and parents rated their attitudes toward various risk 
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behaviors (e.g., failing a test) in separate testing rooms. The intrinsic value of parent and peer 
risk attitudes was assessed using a modified version of a “pay-per-view” task previously used to 
examine self-disclosure (Tamir & Mitchell, 2012; Vijayakumar et al., 2020). In this task, 
participants made decisions to forgo various amounts of money (range: $0.01-$0.04) to learn 
what their parents or an age-matched peer group (aggregated average risk attitudes of 
adolescents from an independent sample) rated these same behaviors before rating their own risk 
attitudes. The intrinsic value associated with each source of influence was operationalized as the 
amount of money that adolescents were willing to forgo in order to see others’ risk attitudes 
before re-evaluating their own risk attitudes.  
Our preregistered hypotheses (see OSF link) included the following two aims:  
Aim 1 
We tested two hypotheses about the development of the intrinsic value of knowing parent 
and peer risk attitudes across adolescence. First, while the value of knowing parent risk attitudes 
would be initially higher than the value of knowing peer risk attitudes in early adolescence, the 
value of knowing parent risk attitudes would either (a) remain at a high level but constant 
strength throughout adolescence (i.e., no linear age effects) or (b) steadily decline with age (i.e., 
linear age effects). Second, we expected that the value of knowing peer risk attitudes would be 
initially lower than the value of knowing parent risk attitudes in early adolescence but would 
show age-related increases that peak in mid-adolescence before declining thereafter (i.e., 
quadratic).  
Aim 2 
We hypothesized that, for parents and peers alike, the intrinsic value of risk attitudes 
would be positively associated with changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes at both the within-
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person and between-person level. In addition, we expected that the effect of intrinsic value of 
knowing others’ risk attitudes on changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes would depend on 
their own age and the source of influence (parents, peers). The effect of the intrinsic value of 
parent risk attitudes on adolescent attitude change would either remain stable (i.e., no age 
differences) or weaken over time, suggesting weaker reinforcing effects of parent influence on 
adolescent decision making. In contrast, the effect of the intrinsic value of peer risk attitudes on 
adolescent attitude change would strengthen over time, suggesting stronger reinforcing effects of 
peer influence on adolescent decision making. 
Methods 
Participants 
Participants were recruited from a larger study of 873 students in 6th and 7th grade from 
a Southeastern U.S. school system. Telephone screening interviews were conducted with 
participants’ primary guardian to ensure they were native English speakers and had no 
neurological or learning problems, history of head trauma, or contraindications for a functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan that is not the focus of the current study (e.g., metal in 
body). Adolescents whose primary guardian reported current use of psychoactive medications 
were instructed to abstain from use for a minimum of 24 hours before the visit. Participants were 
part of a three-year longitudinal fMRI study, which included up to three annual assessments 
starting when adolescents were 12-14 years of age. Two cohorts, each separated by a one-year 
interval, were recruited to meet an overall target of 150 participants that was set prior to data 
collection. The primary guardian provided written consent and adolescents provided written 
assent in accordance with the university Institutional Review Board.  
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Wave 1 included 148 participants. 8 participants met exclusion criteria for the larger 
fMRI study at their baseline visit, were excluded from the sample, and not invited for follow-up 
waves due to being unable to complete the scan (e.g., claustrophobia (n=5), metal implant (n=1), 
not fluent in English (n=1), and brain abnormality (n=1)). Of those excluded, 4 participants 
completed the task behaviorally: 3 were retained for analyses at wave 1 for completeness and 1 
was excluded for poor quality data (e.g., non-compliance). Thus, data were collected from a total 
of 144 participants at the first wave. Of the 144 participants, 4 participants did not complete the 
task (e.g., technical issues, time constraints) and 2 participants completed the task but were 
excluded from analyses for poor quality data (e.g., acute anxiety) at this wave. Thus, analyses 
included a total of 137 participants (Mage=12.82 years, SD=.54 years, range=11.93-14.49 years, 
70 female).  
Wave 2 included 117 of the original participants (81.2% retention). 8 participants 
returned for their follow-up visit at wave 2 but either did not complete the current task (e.g., 
technical issues; n=7) or were excluded for poor quality data (did not understand task 
instructions; n=1). Reasons for participant attrition included difficulty scheduling or contacting 
for their follow-up visit (n=10, of which n=6 returned for wave 3) and explicitly declining 
participation due to geographic relocation (n=1) and loss of interest (n=12). Given expected 
attrition and excluded participants at wave 1, a second cohort of 30 participants was recruited at 
wave 2 from the same study as the first cohort (Mage=13.30 years, SD=.64 years, range=12.42-
14.52 years, 17 female). Analyses included a total of 139 participants, with 109 from the first 
cohort (Mage=13.76 years, SD=.53 years, range=12.87-15.40 years, 55 female) and 30 from the 
second cohort (Mage=13.30 years, SD=.64 years, range=12.42-14.52 years, 17 female). 
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Wave 3 included 145 participants: 119 from the first cohort (80.4% retention) and 26 
from the second cohort (86.7% retention). No subjects were excluded for poor quality data. For 
the first cohort, attrition was due to difficulty scheduling or contacting for their follow-up visit 
(n=6, 4 of whom also did not participate in wave 2) and explicitly declining participation due to 
loss of interest (n=2 in addition to n=12 from wave 2). For the second cohort, attrition was due to 
difficulty scheduling or contacting for their follow-up visit (n=4). Analyses included a total of 
145 participants, with 119 from the first cohort (Mage=14.76 years, SD=.57 years, range=13.77-
16.32 years, 59 female) and 26 from the second cohort (Mage=14.40 years, SD=.59 years, 
range=13.39-15.57 years, 16 female). Note that the second cohort could only contribute a 
maximum of two waves of data within the three-year study period. 
Overall, a total of 173 participants (91 female) contributed at least one wave of 
longitudinal data across the two cohorts and three-year study period. 101 participants had three 
waves of data, 46 participants had two waves of data, and 26 participants had at least one wave 
of data. In total, 173 participants contributed 418 time points of data. At the first time point (i.e., 
wave 1 for Cohort 1 and wave 2 for Cohort 2), the age distribution was: Mage=12.90 years, 
SD=.58 years, range=11.93-14.52 years. The racial/ethnic distribution was: White (n=52, 
30.1%), Black (n=39, 22.5%), Latinx (n=60, 34.7%), Multi-racial (n=16, 9.2%), and Other (n=6, 
3.5%). The primary guardian’s modal education level was some college (n=51, 29.5%), with a 
range of less than 8th grade (n=18, 10.4%) to a professional degree (e.g., M.D., Ph.D.; n=4, 
2.3%). After data quality checks, 1 additional participant was excluded from all analyses for not 





At each visit, adolescents and their parents (or primary guardians) rated their attitudes 
toward various risk behaviors (e.g., stealing from a store) (Figure 1A). Using a 10-point Likert 
scale (0=very bad, 9=very good), adolescents and their parents rated 48 behaviors, which were 
selected based on prior data showing adolescents vary widely in their attitudes toward these 
behaviors (Do, McCormick, et al., 2020). Adolescents then completed the Pay-Per-View task 
(described below), as well as other self-report measures, behavioral tasks, and a fMRI scan 
which are not the focus of this study. Parents completed self-report measures and behavioral 
tasks in a separate testing room. For their participation, adolescents were compensated $90 cash, 
a meal, and small non-monetary prizes for completing the full fMRI scan and staying still (e.g., 
headphones, candy; $20 value). Parents were compensated $50 cash, a meal, $20 gas, and 
parking. Families completed the same procedure annually during the three-year study period and 
earned $25 more each year they returned for a follow-up visit. 
Pay-Per-View Task 
Adolescents completed the Pay-Per-View task based on previous work examining the 
intrinsic value of self-disclosure (Tamir & Mitchell, 2012) that was modified to capture the value 
associated with opportunities to learn what their parents’ and peers’ attitudes are. Using up to 
$10 bonus cash earned on a separate task, adolescents had the opportunity to pay money to learn 
what their parents or an unknown peer group rated various risk behaviors before rating those 
behaviors themselves. The task was tailored to each adolescent based on their parent’s ratings 
assessed at the beginning of the visit. The peer group ratings were taken from data acquired in an 
independent study, during which adolescents’ ratings on these same risk behaviors were 
averaged for a “peer group” score (n=39, aged 12-14) (Do, McCormick, et al., 2020). The 
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parents’ ratings were updated at each time point based on their actual ratings. In contrast, the 
peers’ ratings were not updated and remained stable across time points to avoid deception.  
In the Pay-Per-View task, participants made decisions about whether to forgo money for 
the opportunity to view what their parents’ or peers’ opinions on risk behaviors. The task was 
divided into two blocks: Parent and Peer. Each block contained 48 trials (behaviors) (Table 1). 
Each trial involved three phases: (1) Decision, (2) Feedback, and (3) Rating. Within each block 
(parent, peer), participants were presented with a behavior and decided whether they wanted to 
see or skip viewing the other person’s rating on that behavior, with each option associated with a 
small monetary cost (1-4 cents) that they would need to pay at the end of the study (Figure 1B). 
To quantify the extent to which participants were willing to forgo money to learn what their 
parents’ and peers’ attitudes are, the cost associated with seeing the influencer’s rating was 
sometimes greater than, equal to, or less than skipping the opportunity to learn what the 
influencer rated. Depending on their choice, participants either viewed no feedback (skip) or 
viewed the rating reported by the other person (see) before rating the same behaviors. If they did 
not choose to view feedback, participants viewed a “#” in place of a number rating to keep the 
trials visually similar. At the end of the task, adolescents were shown the total amount they paid 
to see their parents’ and peers’ ratings, which was manipulated to randomly select a value within 
the range of $1.00-$1.25, divided into $.05 increments. These manipulated values fell within a 
reasonable range of the potential losses that participants could actually incur, thus maintaining 
believability of the task. The manipulated total spent was shown rather than the actual total spent 
so that participants did not lose too much of their bonus money from the visit, thus increasing 
participant retention while minimizing the effects of loss aversion for future visits. No participant 
questioned the believability of the total amount displayed at the end of the task. 
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Participants completed the task using a number keypad connected to a laptop. The order 
of the parent and peer blocks was counterbalanced across participants, and the task was self-
paced. On each trial, participants had an unlimited amount of time to read the behavior and make 
their choice to see or skip, and then had a maximum of 5000 ms to view feedback (if any) and 
rate the same behavior, advancing to the next behavior upon participant response. If participants 
did not respond within 5000 ms, they saw a “Too late” screen (2000 ms) before the next behavior 
was shown. Within each block, behaviors were presented in a random order. Participants were 
not reminded of their original ratings. In total, the task lasted a maximum of 10 minutes. 
 
Figure 1. Overview of Pay-Per-View experimental design. A) Participants first rated a series of 
risky behaviors (choices are circled in teal). Approximately 1 hour later, participants completed 
the Pay-Per-View task. On each trial, participants made decisions about whether to forgo various 
amounts of money (earned on a separate task) for the opportunity to “see” or “skip” knowing 
their parents’ or peers’ ratings on the same risk behavior before re-rating the behavior 
themselves. B) Example of a Parent trial in which “skip” was selected, thus the participant did 
not view their parent’s rating before making their second rating. C) Example of a Peers trial in 
which “see” was selected, thus the participant viewed their peer group’s rating before making 
their second rating. 
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Analysis Plan 
Developmental Changes in the Value of Parent and Peer Risk Attitudes 
Task Metrics of the Value of Parent and Peer Risk Attitudes. Following Tamir and 
colleagues (2012), we examined the intrinsic value of parent and peer risk attitudes by 
calculating the point of subjective equivalence (PSE) between skipping and seeing others’ ratings 
for each participant (Tamir & Mitchell, 2012). The two choices (skip vs. see) on any given 
behavior were associated with monetary values that ranged from 1 to 4 cents. The relative cost 
associated with skipping others’ ratings (AttitudeValue) was calculated as the difference between 
the values for skipping and seeing the other person’s ratings, ranging from -3 to 3 cents by 1 cent 
increments. For each amount of AttitudeValue, we calculated the percentage of trials in which a 
participant chose to skip vs. see what the other person rated, resulting in 7 data points per 
condition (parent vs. peer) per participant. For each condition (parent vs. peer), a cumulative 
normal distribution curve was fitted to each participant’s data points to determine the 
monetary value (PSE) at which a participant effectively chose arbitrarily (50% chance) between 
the two choices (skip vs. see). This procedure was repeated for each timepoint of data per 
participant. Cumulative normal curves were fit to these values by implementing a Nelder-Mead 
simplex search algorithm in Matlab (fmincon) on the basis of the cumulative sum of the 








Starting values for this estimation were set at a mean of 0 and SD of 1 and the search 
continued for 100,000 iterations or until a solution was achieved. Final solutions of PSE were 
winsorized to a meaningful range of -3 to +3 (cents) based on the study design. A cumulative 
normal distribution curve could not be fit to the data of participants who had highly skewed 
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behavior (e.g., always or almost always chose to see) on either condition and thus their data were 
excluded from analyses on the PSE (N=28 participants were excluded from analyses of PSE due 
to highly skewed behavior on both parent and peer conditions). Thus, the PSE represented the 
relative monetary value of skipping over seeing the risk attitudes of their parents and peers. 
Given expected loss-minimizing choices in the task, we computed the difference between skip 
and see options (rather than vice versa) to meet assumptions of a probability distribution (i.e., 
probability approaches 1 with higher values of the predictor), though the order was arbitrary and 
does not affect the PSE estimation. Negative PSE values indicated a greater willingness to forfeit 
monetary rewards to see what others rated, reflecting the intrinsic value of others’ risk attitudes. 
Herein, we refer to the “Relative Attitude Value” as the inverse of the PSE. 
In addition to the relative attitude value, we calculated two additional behavioral indices 
that allowed us to retain the full sample. To assess overall earnings spent for risk attitudes by 
source, we calculated the percentage of total monetary earnings that participants forfeited to see 
their parent and peer risk attitudes across trials in which the cost of seeing outweighed the cost of 
skipping. To assess a general preference for knowing risk attitudes by source, we calculated the 
percentage of decisions to see others’ risk attitudes on trials in which the cost of seeing and 
skipping were equivalent (i.e., AttitudeValue=0) and thus should correspond to arbitrary 
responses (50% chance of see/skip responses). 
Univariate Growth Models. Our first goal was to examine how age-related changes in 
the value of parent risk attitudes covaried with age-related changes in the value of peer risk 
attitudes. Before estimating the multivariate growth model, we fitted preliminary univariate 
growth models under full information maximum likelihood to the repeated measures of each 
behavioral index from the Pay-Per-View task (relative attitude value, overall earnings spent, 
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preference for knowing) by source (parent, peer). A continuous age predictor was included in the 
model to test for linear and quadratic effects of age, centered at the minimum age. The baseline 
univariate growth model included a linear trajectory with a random intercept to allow for 
variability in starting points: 
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒45 = 	 𝛾99 + 𝛾;9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 + 𝑢95 + 𝑟45 
Following a formal model-building procedure, a series of likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) 
were used to determine the optimal pattern of age-related change (linear or quadratic) and 
variance-covariance structure for the random effects (random intercept, random slope) and 
residuals (heteroscedastic residuals).  
Multivariate Growth Models. To examine how trajectories of the value of parent risk 
attitudes differed from trajectories of the value of peer risk attitudes, we combined the separate 
univariate growth models for each source into a single multivariate growth model for each 
behavioral metric (i.e., relative attitude value, overall earnings spent, and preference for 
knowing). Predictors of interest included: source (dummy-coded; Parent, Peer), age (centered at 
minimum age), and interactions between the source and age. The baseline multivariate growth 
model under full information maximum likelihood included a random intercept of each source’s 
outcome to allow for variability in starting points: 
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒45 = 	 𝛾99
(;)𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟 + 𝛾;9
(;)𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒45 + 𝛾99
(&)𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝛾;9
(&)𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒45 + 𝑢95
(;)𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟
+ 𝑢95
(&)𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑟45 
Note that the multivariate growth model did not include an overall intercept as each 
source’s intercept was modeled separately (i.e., peer and parent fixed effects). The specification 
of additional random effects (e.g., random slopes) were determined by the univariate growth 
models. All analyses controlled for sex (dummy-coded; 1=female, 0=male) and racial (dummy-
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coded categories for Black, Latinx, Other and Multiracial, with White omitted as the reference 
group) differences in each source’s starting points (i.e., parent and peer intercept) and rates of 
change (i.e., parent and peer slope). Planned comparisons for each model included: (1) whether 
the value of parent risk attitudes was initially higher than that of peer risk attitudes during early 
adolescence (i.e., difference between parent and peer intercepts) and (2) the extent to which age-
related changes in the value of parent risk attitudes differed from age-related changes in the 
value of peer risk attitudes (i.e., difference between parent and peer slopes).  
Linking the Value of Parent and Peer Risk Attitudes to Developmental Changes in 
Adolescents’ Own Risk Attitudes 
 
Task Metrics of Parent and Peer Influence. Our second goal was to examine how the 
value of others’ risk attitudes affected the extent to which adolescents changed their risk attitudes 
in the direction of others’ risk attitudes over time. To operationalize the magnitude of influence, 
we calculated the difference between Rating 1 (i.e., assessed before the task) and Rating 2 (i.e., 
rating assessed during Pay-Per-View task) for each participant, computed on a trial-by-trial basis 
and averaged across trials per source (parent, peer) per timepoint. Importantly, what the change 
score represented depended on participants’ trial-by-trial decision to “see” or “skip” knowing the 
other person’s rating before providing a second rating on the Pay-Per-View task. 
The change in rating on “See” trials (herein referred as change in ratingsee) represented 
the number of units that participants moved toward the other person’s rating, thus capturing 
changes in risk attitudes due to the social influence. In line with other studies of social influence 
(Ahmed et al., 2020; Welborn et al., 2015), three additional data transformations were taken to 
ensure that difference scores reflected changes in the direction of social influence. First, on trials 
where the other person’s rating was higher (more risk permissive) than the participant’s initial 
rating, positive change in ratingsee values reflected attitude shifts in the direction of the other 
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person’s rating. Given negative change in ratingsee values reflected shifts away from the other 
person’s rating (which were conceptually outside the scope of this paper), we recoded negative 
change in ratingsee values on these trials to 0, reflecting no effect of influence. Second, on trials 
where the other person’s rating was lower (more risk averse) than the participant’s initial rating, 
negative change in ratingsee values reflected attitude shifts in the direction of the other person’s 
rating. Given positive change in ratingsee values reflected shifts away from the other person’s 
rating (which were conceptually outside the scope of this paper), we recoded positive change in 
ratingsee on these trials to 0, reflecting no effect of influence. Third, for all trials, the magnitude 
of the change in ratingsee score (i.e., absolute value of change in ratingsee) was capped at a 
maximum determined by the absolute value of the difference between the other person’s rating 
and the participant’s initial rating (herein referred to as attitude discrepancy). In other words, the 
absolute value of change in ratingsee scores never exceeded the total initial difference between 
participant and influencer on a given trial.  
 On “Skip” trials, we calculated the absolute difference (herein referred to as change in 
ratingskip) and this latter measure was used as a control for the number of units that participants 
moved in the absence of social influence, thus capturing normative fluctuations in their own risk 
attitudes. Note that the above measure of attitude discrepancy was also used as a control for the 
number of units that participants could move toward the other person’s rating if they decided to 
“see” the other person’s rating beforehand. 
Linear Mixed Model. We conducted a linear mixed model to examine how much 
participants changed their own risk ratings in the direction of others’ ratings and whether the 
magnitude of this change varied as a function of the relative attitude value, source of influence, 
and age. The dependent variable was the absolute value of the change in ratingsee. As a result, 
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there was no information about the direction of influence. We focused on the magnitude of 
influence here because higher valuation of others’ risk attitudes was expected to be related to a 
greater magnitude of influence regardless of the direction. Predictors of interest included: age 
(centered at minimum age), relative attitude value (inverse PSE) and source of influence 
(dummy-coded; 1=parent, 0=peer) as time-varying covariates, and all two-way and three-way 
interactions among these predictors of interest. To control for potential confounds in influence 
scores, we included two covariates in the analyses: (1) how much participants changed their 
rating in the absence of influence (change of ratingskip), perhaps due to random fluctuations or 
age-related (rather than influence-related) shifts, and (2) how much “room” that participants had 
to move toward the influencer based on the discrepancy between their initial attitudes and the 
other person’s attitude (attitude discrepancy). 
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒	𝑖𝑛	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(DEE)45
= 	 𝛾99 + 𝛾;9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 + 𝛾&9𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒45 + 𝛾G9𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒45 + 𝛾J9𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒	𝑖𝑛	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(DK4L)45
+ 𝛾M9𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦45 + 𝛾P9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗ 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒45 + 𝛾Q9𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒45 ∗ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒45 + 𝛾R9𝑎𝑔𝑒45
∗ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒45 + 𝛾S9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗ 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒45 ∗ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒45 + 𝑢95 + 𝑢;5𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝑟45 
A random intercept and random slope of change in ratingsee were included to allow for 
variability in initial levels and rates of change in susceptibility to social influence, respectively. 
In addition, we parsed predictors into their within-person and between-person components to 
characterize intraindividual and interindividual changes in the magnitude of influence. The 
cluster-level variable (participants’ attitude value) was grand mean-centered to capture person-
level means (i.e., between person effects) and the repeated measures were group-mean centered 
(at the individual level) to capture year-to-year deviations around person-level means (i.e., 
within-person effects) (for simplicity, separate within- and between-person terms are not shown 
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in the above equation). LRTs were used to determine whether the inclusion of within- and 
between-person associations significantly improved model fit above the baseline unconditional 
growth model (i.e., with only age as a predictor). All analyses controlled for sex (dummy-coded; 
1=female, 0=male) and racial (dummy-coded categories for Black, Latinx, Other and Multiracial, 
with White omitted as the reference group) differences in each source’s starting points (i.e., 
parent and peer intercepts) and rates of change (i.e., parent and peer slopes).  
Results 
Developmental Changes in the Value of Parent and Peer Risk Attitudes 
Univariate Growth Models 
Relative Attitude Value. For the value of parent risk attitudes, the best-fitting model was 
defined by a linear trajectory, suggesting that the value of parent risk attitudes is high (b=.52, 
SE=.11, p<.001) and does not change across adolescence (b=.02, SE=.04, p=.61). The optimal 
structure for random effects included homoscedastic residuals to account for variability among 
repeated measures within each participant and a random intercept to account for variability in 
initial levels of information value. For the value of peer risk attitudes, the best-fitting model was 
defined by a linear trajectory with heteroscedastic residuals, a random intercept, and a random 
slope. The value of peer risk attitudes is high (b=.26, SE=.08, p=.002), which marginally 
increased across adolescence (b=.06, SE=.03, p=.07).  
Based on these preliminary results, we estimated a multivariate growth model of relative 
attitude value defined by a linear trajectory for each source. Random effects initially included a 
random intercept and slope of each source to account for variability in initial levels and rates of 
change in attitude value, heteroscedastic residuals to account for variability among repeated 
measures within each participant, and equal correlations but heterogeneous residuals between 
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sources within each time point under the assumption that the between-outcome correlations 
would be similar at each time point. However, the full model did not converge. Given the 
random slope of parents’ attitude value was not significant in the univariate growth model, we 
removed random slopes of both sources to retain a more parsimonious model while still allowing 
for comparisons of joint outcomes. 
Overall Earnings Spent. We followed the same model building strategy to identify the 
best-fitting model for overall earnings spent for risk attitudes by source, a complementary index 
of the relative attitude value above. For parents, the best-fitting model was defined by a linear 
trajectory, heteroscedastic residual errors, and a random intercept and random slope. Adolescents 
gave up a relatively high amount of their potential earnings to see their parents’ risk attitudes 
(b=.28, SE=.03, p<.001), which did not change over time (b=-.004, SE=.01, p=.75). For peers, 
the best-fitting model was defined by a linear trajectory, heteroscedastic residual errors, and a 
random intercept and slope. Adolescents similarly gave up a relatively high amount of their 
potential earnings to see their peers’ risk atittudes (b=.23, SE=.04, p<.001), which did not change 
over time (b=-.02, SE=.01, p=.19). 
Based on these preliminary results, we estimated a multivariate growth model of overall 
earnings spent for risk attitudes defined by a linear trajectory for each source. Random effects 
included a random intercept and random slope to account for variability in starting point and rate 
of change in overall earnings spent, heteroscedastic residuals to account for variability among 
repeated measures within each participant, and equal correlations but heterogeneous residuals 
between sources within each time point under the assumption that the between-outcome 
correlations would be similar at each time point. 
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Preference for Knowing. Finally, we examined the best-fitting model for the percentage 
of choices to see others’ risk attitudes when the option to see was equally costly as the option to 
skip, reflecting a general preference for knowing what others think. For parents, the optimal 
fitting model was defined by a linear trajectory, homoscedastic residuals, and a random intercept.  
There was a high preference for knowing parents’ risk attitudes (b=.78, SE=.03, p<.001), which 
significantly increased to nearly-ceiling level rates over time (b=.02, SE=.01, p=.02). For peers, 
the optimal fitting model was defined by a linear trajectory, homoscedastic residuals, and a 
random intercept. There was high preference for knowing what peers’ risk attitudes were (b=.75, 
SE=.03, p<.001), which marginally increased over time (b=.02, SE=.01, p<.057). 
Based on these preliminary results, we estimated a multivariate growth model of the 
preference for knowing (i.e., when both seeing and skipping were equally costly) defined by a 
linear trajectory for each source. Random effects included a random intercept to account for 
variability in initial levels of information seeking preferences, homoscedastic residuals to 
account for variability among repeated measures within each participant, and equal correlations 
but heterogeneous residuals between sources within each time point under the assumption that 
the between-outcome correlations would be similar at each time point. 
Multivariate Growth Models  
Across multivariate growth models, there were no sex or racial differences (in initial 
levels or rates of change) and all effects remained significant after controlling for sex and race. 
The inclusion of sex and race did not significantly improve model fit, however we report results 
from models including these covariates to be comprehensive (Table 1).  
Relative Attitude Value. When the option to see others’ risk attitudes was more costly 
than skipping, adolescents were willing to forego monetary earnings to see their parents’ and 
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peers’ risk ratings (Table 1). As shown in Figure 2, adolescents forfeited an average of .55¢ per 
trial to see their parents’ risk attitudes and an average of .33¢ per trial to see their peers’ risk 
attitudes, effects that did not change over time. Adolescents forfeited significantly more money 
to see their parents’ risk attitudes than their peers’ risk attitudes (difference between intercepts at 
age 11: F(1,429)=6.17, p=.01), an effect that did not change over time (difference between 
slopes: F(1,439)=.70, p=.4).  
Complementary analyses of the proportion of earnings spent overall for parent and peer 
risk attitudes showed similar results (Table 1). Participants gave up an average of 28% of their 
potential earnings in order to see their parents’ risk ratings in comparison to 23% of their 
potential earnings for their peers’ risk ratings, neither of which showed longitudinal changes 
across adolescence. Adolescents forfeited significantly more of their potential earnings to see 
their parents’ ratings than their peers’ ratings (difference between intercepts at age 11: 
F(1,651)=2.05, p=.15), an effect that did not change over time (difference between slopes: 
F(1,651)=1.56, p=.21).   
 
Figure 2. Trajectories of the relative value of parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes. (A) Adolescents 
forfeited significantly more money to see their parents’ risk attitudes than their peers’ risk 




Preference for Knowing. When the options to see vs. skip others’ ratings were 
associated with equivalent costs (i.e., Attitude Value of 0), participants did not choose arbitrarily 
between the two options (i.e., selecting see and skip at 50% chance) but showed a reliable 
preference to see both their parents’ and peers’ risk ratings (Table 1; Figure 3A). Adolescents 
chose to see their parents’ ratings 82% of the time, which significantly increased from early to 
mid-adolescence. Similarly, adolescents chose to see their peers’ ratings 78% of the time, which 
significantly increased from early to mid-adolescence. As shown in Figure 3, participants were 
equally likely to see their parents’ and peers’ risk ratings across adolescence (difference between 
intercepts at age 11: F(1,651)=1.48, p=.22); difference between slopes: (F(1,651)<.001, p=1.00). 
Thus, there were longitudinal increases in the overall preference for knowing what others’ risk 
attitudes were across adolescence, with parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes being similarly valued. 
 
Figure 3. Trajectories of the preference for knowing parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes. (A) When 
the cost of seeing and skipping risk attitudes were equivalent, participants showed a reliable 
preferences to see their parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes. (B) Preferences for knowing others’ 
risk attitudes increased across adolescence, with no difference between trajectories of the 
preference for knowing parent risk attitudes and peer risk attitudes. Simple slopes: *CI did not 




Linking the Value of Parent and Peer Risk Attitudes to Developmental Changes in 
Adolescents’ Own Risk Attitudes 
 
Next, we examined the effect of information value on the extent to which participants 
changed their rating in the direction of others’ ratings (See trials), and whether this association 
depended on the source of influence and age. A baseline unconditional growth model revealed 
that change in ratingsee did not change over time (b=.07, SE=.06, t(447)=1.17, p=.24), suggesting 
that susceptibility to social influence remained stable from early to mid-adolescence. Additional 
LRTs indicated that the baseline linear model required a random intercept and random slope and 
homoscedastic residuals. The inclusion of the within- and between-person components of 
predictors significantly improved model fit above the baseline model, underscoring that there are 
both intraindividual and interindividual changes in adolescents’ susceptibility to influence. There 
were no sex or racial differences (in intercepts or rates of change) and all effects remained 
significant after controlling for sex and race. The inclusion of sex and race did not significantly 
improve model fit above the prior model with only within- and between-person associations, 
however we report results from the model with these additional covariates to be comprehensive 
(see Table 2). 
Consistent with hypotheses, the linear mixed effects model revealed significant within- 
and between-person effects of relative attitude value. Participants shifted their risk ratings in the 
direction of others more on years that they had higher valuation of others’ risk attitudes. 
Similarly, participants who had higher average valuation of others’ risk attitudes showed greater 
shifts in their risk ratings in the direction of others. These results suggest that higher valuation of 
the opinions of others is associated with greater susceptibility to social influence in risky 
contexts. 
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A significant attitude value × source interaction at the within-person level suggested that 
the extent to which the relative attitude value predicted susceptibility to social influence 
depended on the source. As shown in Figure 4, participants shifted their risk ratings in the 
direction of parents at similar rates, regardless of how much they valued parent information. 
However, participants shifted their ratings in the direction of peers more on years when they 
highly valued peer risk attitudes, suggesting that parent influence in risky contexts is insensitive 
to the value of parent risk attitudes during adolescence, whereas higher valuation of peer risk 
attitudes is associated with greater susceptibility to peer influence in risky contexts. 
 
Figure 4. Effect of attitude value on changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes by source. 
Susceptibility to parent influence in risky contexts was insensitive to parent attitude value in 
risky contexts. Higher valuation of peers’ risk attitudes increased susceptibility to peer influence, 
whereas lower valuation of peers’ risk attitudes lowered susceptibility to peer influence. Simple 
slopes: *CI did not include 0. 
 
There was also a significant attitude value × age interaction, suggesting that the within-
person association between attitude value and magnitude of influence changed across 
adolescence. However, this effect was qualified by a marginally significant (p=.08) three-way 
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interaction among attitude value, age, and source (Figure 5). To decompose this within-person 
interaction involving age, we probed the simple slopes of the effect of attitude value on change 
in ratingsee by source (parents and peers) at early adolescence (age 12) and middle adolescence 
(age 15). As shown in Figure 5, higher valuation of peer information predicted greater attitude 
shifts in the direction of peers’ ratings in early adolescence (age 12: b=.71, SE=.19, 95% CI [.34, 
1.09]) but not mid-adolescence (age 15: b=-.12, SE=.23, 95% CI [-.57, .34])), suggesting that 
early adolescents are particularly susceptible to social influence when they highly value peer 
information, but are also more resilient to social influence when they place low value on peer 
information. In contrast, there was no effect of parent attitude value on susceptibility to parent 
influence in early adolescence (age 12; b=.06, SE=.18, 95% CI [-.31, .42]) or mid-adolescence 
(age 15; b=.03, SE=.2, 95% CI [-.36, .41])).  
 
Figure 5. Within-person effects of attitude value depended on the source of influence and 
adolescents’ age. (A) Higher valuation of peer risk attitudes predicted greater changes in 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes in the direction of peers’ risk attitudes in early adolescence (light 
blue line) but not mid-adolescence (dark blue line). (B) In contrast, there was no effect of parent 
attitude value on magnitude of influence in early adolescence (light blue line) or mid-




 The current study aimed to characterize the developmental mechanisms that contribute to 
increased susceptibility to parent and peer influence across adolescence. Here, we leveraged a 
three-wave longitudinal experimental design to examine how the relative value of parent and 
peer risk attitudes changes over time and impacts susceptibility to social influence in risky 
contexts. Our findings demonstrate that adolescents value what their parents and peers think, 
suggesting it is intrinsically rewarding – indeed, they will pay money just to know what others’ 
risk attitudes were. The risk attitudes of parents were worth more than the risk attitudes of peers 
across adolescence, such that adolescents were willing to forego more money to see their 
parents’ risk attitudes than peers’ risk attitudes. Compared to susceptibility to parent influence, 
susceptibility to peer influence was more sensitive to individual differences in the value of peer 
risk attitudes in early adolescence but not mid-adolescence. These findings advance 
developmental theories of social influence by showing that adolescents are highly motivated to 
seek others’ risk attitudes to guide their own decisions. 
To the extent that participants value the risk attitudes of others, they should deviate from 
economically rational behavior and forgo money to know what others think. Indeed, we found 
that adolescents were willing to forfeit monetary rewards to see what their parents’ and peers’ 
risk attitudes were, suggesting knowing what others think itself is intrinsically rewarding. 
Adolescents forfeited more money to see their parents’ risk attitudes compared to their peers’ 
risk attitudes, an effect that persisted across adolescence. However, contrary to hypotheses, there 
were no developmental changes in the value of seeing parent or peer risk attitudes and no 
differences in rates of change between seeing parent and peer risk attitudes. These findings 
suggest that knowing what parent and peer risk attitudes were remains similarly rewarding 
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throughout adolescence, perhaps due to the perceived benefits of receiving and following advice 
from more experienced or trusted sources (Engelmann, Moore, Monica Capra, & Berns, 2012; 
Rodriguez Buritica, Heekeren, & van den Bos, 2018). Despite the increasing number and 
complexity of peer relationships, adolescents still highly value the opinions of their parents’ 
opinions as they form their own risk perceptions.  
Importantly, this is the first study to show that adolescents are intrinsically motivated to 
seek the opinions of parents and peers to guide their own choices. Indeed, we found that 
adolescents showed a consistent and even stronger preference to know what their parents’ and 
peers’ risk attitudes were when the costs were equivalent to seek vs. forgo knowledge. 
Preferences for knowing parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes increased across adolescence to nearly 
ceiling-level rates. Unlike decisions in which the cost of seeing others’ risk attitudes was greater 
than forgoing, there were no differences between choosing to see parent and peer risk attitudes 
when seeing vs skipping others’ risk attitudes was equally costly. Thus, while adolescents 
generally value parent and peer risk attitudes, the risk attitudes of their parents may be worth 
more than their peers in higher-stakes decision contexts.  
 Value-based models of social influence have underscored the central role of the 
subjective value of the opinions and behaviors of others in determining whether and how much 
individuals are influenced (Falk & Scholz, 2018). Consistent with value-based decision making 
and our hypotheses, we found that the value of risk attitudes predicted the magnitude of 
influence during adolescence. Adolescents changed their risk ratings more in the direction of 
others’ ratings when they valued others’ ratings more (at both the within- and between-person 
level). This pattern suggests that the value of knowing others’ opinions is an important predictor 
of intraindividual changes (i.e., year-to-year) and interindividual differences (i.e., person-to-
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person) in susceptibility to social influence during adolescence. Prior work has shown 
susceptibility to parent and peer influence is supported by brain regions important for subjective 
value computations during adolescence (Do, McCormick, et al., 2020; Kwon et al., 2021; 
Welborn et al., 2015). The current study extends this work by demonstrating how adolescents’ 
susceptibility to social influence is contingent on differential valuation of others’ opinions over 
time and across individuals. 
 Importantly, intraindividual changes in the effect of attitude value on the magnitude of 
influence depended on the source of influence and adolescents’ age. As hypothesized, 
susceptibility to parent influence was insensitive to attitude value, such that participants changed 
their own risk attitudes in the direction of their parents’ risk attitudes at all levels of parent 
attitude value, an effect that did not change over time. In contrast, susceptibility to peer influence 
highly depended on the value of their peers’ risk attitudes in early adolescence (e.g., age 12 
years), an effect that went away by mid-adolescence (e.g., age 15 years). In particular, early 
adolescents who had high valuation of peers’ risk attitudes showed high peer influence 
susceptibility, changing their own risk attitudes in the direction of their peer. Interestingly, early 
adolescents who had lower valuation of peers’ risk attitudes were resilient to peer influence 
effects, showing the lowest level of change in their risk attitudes in the direction of peers’ risk 
attitudes. While differential valuation of peers’ risk attitudes concurrently buffered the 
magnitude of influence in early adolescence, the value of peers’ risk attitudes equally motivated 
changes in risk attitudes in the direction of peers’ ratings during mid-adolescence. This echoes 
prior research showing adolescents are equally motivated by any amount of peer approval rather 
than being selectively attuned to higher levels of positive social feedback (Jones et al., 2014). 
Together, these findings indicate that in early adolescence, inflections in the significance of peer 
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relationships may lead to differential valuation of peers’ opinions, which can have significant 
effects on peer influence susceptibility, whereas the value of peers maintains a relatively high 
and consistent influence on risk perceptions by mid adolescence.  
Limitations and Conclusions 
A major strength of the study is its three-wave longitudinal design spanning ages 11-16 
years, collected in a relatively large, racially- and socioeconomically-diverse sample, yielding 
novel insights into how adolescents value others’ risk attitudes and results in susceptibility to 
social influence changes over time and across individuals. However, a few limitations should be 
noted. To better capture the intrinsic value of parent and peer risk attitudes, we modified a 
similar pay-per-view paradigm (Tamir & Mitchell, 2012) so that the economically optimal 
behavior was to minimize losses (i.e., lose vs. avoid losses) rather than maximize gains (i.e., win 
vs. forgo winnings). While we observed that adolescents were nevertheless willing to incur 
greater losses to see others’ ratings, it is possible that sensitivity to loss aversion affected 
valuation estimates of parent and peer risk attitudes. Moreover, stronger peer effects or 
differences between parents and peers may have emerged with a more salient, personally 
relevant peer group, as the unknown peer group or static peer group norms across years may 
have lowered the motivational value of knowing those risk attitudes. Finally, given our analyses 
cannot speak to the direction of risky influence, future work should examine the contexts in 
which value-based choices in peer contexts leads to more risk-permissive or risk-averse 
perceptions, especially given that susceptibility to peer influence has been shown to confer both 
developmental risks (Knoll et al., 2017a) and benefits (Do, McCormick, et al., 2020; van Hoorn, 
van Dijk, Meuwese, Rieffe, & Crone, 2014). 
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In conclusion, adolescents were willing to forgo monetary rewards to know what their 
parents and peers think, with the risk attitudes of parents worth consistently more than the risk 
attitudes of peers across adolescence. Adolescents’ susceptibility to risky influence was 
contingent on differential valuation of others’ risk attitudes over time and across individuals, an 
effect that was specific to peers and not parents. Given peer relationships might be in a state of 
considerable flux, the transition to early adolescence may represent an important inflection point 
in the motivational underpinnings of susceptibility to peer influence, both for better and for 
worse. Findings advance developmental theories of social influence by demonstrating that 
adolescents are highly motivated to seek their parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes to guide their 
own choices in risky contexts. 
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Table 1. Multivariate growth models of the value of parent and peer risk attitudes 
  
Relative Attitude  
Value (cents) 






Est. SE 95% CI Est. SE 95% CI Est. SE 95% CI 
Parent 0.55 0.12 [0.32, 0.79] 0.27 0.05 [0.18, 0.37] 0.82 0.04 [0.74, 0.89] 
Peer 0.33 0.10 [0.14, 0.53] 0.23 0.05 [0.14, 0.32] 0.78 0.04 [0.71, 0.85] 
Age ×  
  Parent 
0.01 0.03 [-0.05, 0.08] 0.00 0.01 [-0.03, 0.02] 0.02 0.01 [0, 0.04] 
Age ×  
  Peer 
0.04 0.03 [-0.02, 0.1] -0.02 0.01 [-0.04, 0.01] 0.02 0.01 [0, 0.04] 
Parent ×  
  Female 
-0.01 0.09 [-0.19, 0.17] -0.04 0.04 [-0.12, 0.03] 0.00 0.03 [-0.05, 0.06] 
Peer ×  
  Female 
-0.08 0.07 [-0.22, 0.06] -0.06 0.04 [-0.13, 0.01] -0.01 0.03 [-0.07, 0.04] 
Parent × 
  Black 
-0.08 0.14 [-0.35, 0.18] 0.10 0.05 [-0.01, 0.2] -0.07 0.04 [-0.14, 0.01] 
Peer × 
  Black 
-0.01 0.11 [-0.21, 0.2] 0.12 0.05 [0.02, 0.22] -0.05 0.04 [-0.13, 0.03] 
Parent × 
  Latinx 
0.03 0.11 [-0.18, 0.25] 0.03 0.05 [-0.07, 0.12] -0.06 0.04 [-0.13, 0.01] 
Peer ×  
  Latinx 
0.05 0.09 [-0.11, 0.22] 0.01 0.04 [-0.07, 0.1] -0.04 0.04 [-0.11, 0.03] 
Parent ×  
  Other 
0.00 0.15 [-0.3, 0.3] 0.00 0.06 [-0.12, 0.12] -0.07 0.05 [-0.16, 0.03] 
Peer ×  
  Other 




Table 2. Linear mixed model predicting changes in adolescents’ risk attitudes toward social 
influence 
  
Effect Est. SE t p  95% CI 
Fixed effects 
     
  Intercept 0.96 0.21 t(431) = 4.6 0.00 [0.56, 1.37] 
  Age 0.00 0.10 t(431) = -0.02 0.98 [-0.19, 0.19] 
  Source 0.12 0.14 t(431) = 0.89 0.37 [-0.14, 0.39] 
  Attitude Value (w) 0.99 0.28 t(431) = 3.56 <.001 [0.45, 1.52] 
  Attitude Value (b) 0.72 0.29 t(135) = 2.51 0.01 [0.17, 1.28] 
  Age × Source -0.06 0.05 t(431) = -1.16 0.25 [-0.16, 0.04] 
  Source ×  
    Attitude Value (w) -0.92 0.39 t(431) = -2.38 0.02 [-1.67, -0.18] 
  Source ×  
    Attitude Value (b) -0.50 0.35 t(431) = -1.43 0.15 [-1.18, 0.17] 
  Age × 
     Attitude Value (w) -0.28 0.11 t(431) = -2.56 0.01 [-0.48, -0.07] 
  Age ×  
    Attitude Value (b) -0.25 0.12 t(431) = -2.05 0.04 [-0.48, -0.01] 
  Age × Source ×  
    Attitude Value (w) 0.27 0.15 t(431) = 1.78 0.08 [-0.02, 0.55] 
  Age × Source ×  
    Attitude Value (b) 0.19 0.13 t(431) = 1.41 0.16 [-0.07, 0.45] 
  Attitude Discrepancy (w) 0.09 0.04 t(431) = 2.01 0.05 [0, 0.17] 
  Attitude Discrepancy (b) 0.02 0.08 t(135) = 0.19 0.85 [-0.15, 0.18] 
  Change in Ratingskip (w) 0.47 0.06 t(431) = 7.61 0.00 [0.35, 0.58] 
  Change in Ratingskip (b) 0.73 0.10 t(135) = 7.48 <.001 [0.54, 0.91] 
  Female -0.16 0.20 t(135) = -0.79 0.43 [-0.54, 0.23] 
  Black -0.13 0.29 t(135) = -0.45 0.65 [-0.7, 0.43] 
  Latinx -0.14 0.24 t(135) = -0.6 0.55 [-0.61, 0.32] 
  Other -0.20 0.32 t(135) = -0.61 0.54 [-0.82, 0.43] 
  Age × Female 0.00 0.10 t(431) = -0.04 0.96 [-0.19, 0.18] 
  Age × Black 0.08 0.14 t(431) = 0.58 0.56 [-0.19, 0.35] 
  Age × Latinx 0.05 0.12 t(431) = 0.44 0.66 [-0.17, 0.27] 
  Age × Other 0.23 0.16 t(431) = 1.44 0.15 [-0.08, 0.53]       
Random effects 
     
  Intercept 0.67 
   
[0.49, 0.92] 
  Slope 0.39 
   
[0.3, 0.49] 
  Cor(Int, Slp) -0.96 
   
[-0.99, -0.87] 
  Level 1 Residual 0.63       [0.58, 0.68] 
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w=within-person effect. b=between-person effect. Age centered at minimum (11 years). Source: 
1=parent, 0=peer. Female: 1=female, 0=male. Race is dummy coded with White omitted as the 
reference category. Corr(Int, Slp) = correlation between random intercept and random slope.  
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Supplemental Information 
Supplemental Table 1. Behaviors presented in Pay-Per-View task 
Blaming a sibling in order to get out of trouble Cheating on a boyfriend or girlfriend 
Buying something their parents would not 
approve of 
Drinking alcohol at a party 
Cheating on exams Driving in a car without a seatbelt 
Copying someone else's homework Driving without a license or 
permit 
Cursing Getting a ride from a drunk driver 
Disrespecting a teacher Getting a tattoo  
Ditching school early Getting into a fight with a friend 
Faking being sick to avoid going to school Going bungee jumping 
Fighting with their parents Gossiping about a friend 
Forging their parents’ signatures Having sex with multiple partners 
Hanging out with friends their parents don't 
approve of 
Having sex with someone they just 
met 
Hooking up with their date in a movie theater Having unprotected sex 
Ignoring their parents' phone calls or texts Hitch-hiking 
Letting a friend copy their homework Playing with fireworks 
Lying about completing chores Punching or hitting someone  
Lying to their parents about bad grades Saying mean things to their peers 
Lying to their parents about where they are 
going 
Sending a sexual text 
Picking on their siblings Skydiving 
Sneaking into somewhere off-limits Smoking a cigarette 
Sneaking out of the house Smoking marijuana 
Staying out past curfew Speeding through a yellow light in the 
car 
Stealing from a store Spreading a rumor at school 
Talking back to authorities Texting while driving 
Throwing a party without their parents' 
permission 






STUDY 2: NEURAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE INTERNALIZATION OF 
PARENT AND PEER RISK ATTITUDES ACROSS ADOLESCENCE 
 
Introduction 
Adolescence is a highly impressionable window to establish risk attitudes and behaviors. 
Compared to children or adults, adolescents show greater tolerance of ambiguous or unknown 
outcomes (Tymula et al., 2012), vary significantly in their risk-seeking tendencies (van 
Duijvenvoorde et al., 2015), exhibit heightened responses in reward-related neural circuitry 
during risky decision making (Braams et al., 2015; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2015), and engage 
in increased sensation-seeking and risk-taking behaviors (Duell et al., 2018; Steinberg et al., 
2009). Adolescents define their own risk attitudes (i.e., evaluation of a particular behavior) in 
part by learning and internalizing the risk attitudes of others, with parents and peers considered 
two important sources of influence during adolescence (e.g., Napper, Hummer, Chithambo, & 
LaBrie, 2015; Napper, Kenney, Hummer, Fiorot, & LaBrie, 2016). However, little is understood 
about how the perceived risk attitudes of parents and peers develop and become internalized 
across adolescence.  
Developmental Changes in Parental and Peer Influence 
 According to Social Learning Theory (R. L. Akers, 1973; Albert Bandura & Kupers, 
1964) and Social Identity Theory (Hogg & Reid, 2006; Tajfel & Turner, 1979), adolescents are 
more likely to internalize the perceived risk attitudes of individuals with whom they are close 
and identify with. As adolescents gain autonomy and spend more time away from the family 
environment, they begin to interact with new peer groups who may espouse different risk 
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attitudes (Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). As a result, the reference groups with whom 
adolescents value and rely on for guidance when establishing risk attitudes likely change across 
development. Cross-sectional studies spanning late childhood to late adolescence have found that 
the effect of parent influence on adolescent risk taking declines with age while the effect of peer 
influence increases or peaks in mid-adolescence (Berndt, 1979; De Vries, Engels, Kremers, 
Wetzels, & Mudde, 2003; Kandel & Andrews, 1987; Sawyer & Stevenson, 2008). In contrast, 
longitudinal studies report no age-related differences between parent and peer influence on 
adolescents’ risk attitudes or behavior (Chassin et al., 1986; De Vries et al., 2003). Given cross-
sectional designs are unable to capture developmental processes that unfold within individuals 
but rather test for differences between age groups, more longitudinal studies are needed to clarify 
these mixed age-related patterns of parent and peer influence and determine if, and when, 
adolescents’ risk attitudes may be most susceptible to the perceived risk attitudes of their parents 
relative to their peers. 
It is crucial to understand how adolescents’ risk attitudes are developing in parallel with 
perceptions of their parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes. Adolescents’ perceptions of their parents’ 
and peers’ approval of risk behaviors influence the extent to which they adopt similar attitudes 
toward many risk-taking behaviors, such as drinking (Neighbors et al., 2008; Pedersen et al., 
2017), marijuana use (Labrie, Hummer, Lac, & Lee, 2010; Napper, Hummer, et al., 2015), 
sexual activity (Napper, Kenney, & LaBrie, 2015), and distracted driving (Carter, Bingham, 
Zakrajsek, Shope, & Sayer, 2014). However, adolescents tend to misestimate how much their 
peers (e.g., Napper, Hummer, et al., 2015; Perkins, Perkins, Jurinsky, & Craig, 2019; Prinstein & 
Wang, 2005) and parents (e.g., Napper, Hummer, et al., 2015; Stattin & Kim, 2018) approve of 
risk behaviors. Thus, the discrepancy between adolescents’ own risk attitudes and the perceived 
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risk attitudes of parents or peers can shape the type of risk attitudes that adolescents learn and 
internalize across development, particularly if adolescents are more inclined to adopt the 
attitudes of one source of influence over another. Indeed, prior research has shown that 
associations between perceived peer norms and adolescents’ own behavior are up to three times 
stronger than associations between actual peer norms and adolescents’ own behavior (Iannotti & 
Bush, 1992; Prinstein & Wang, 2005). Taken together, these findings suggest adolescents tend to 
endorse risk attitudes that are similar to the perceived risk attitudes of their parents and peers, 
which has short- and long-term health consequences.  
Internalization of Others’ Risk Attitudes during Adolescence 
Adolescents vary in the nature and depth in which they adopt the perceived risk attitudes 
of others as their own. The majority of research on the socialization of risk attitudes has focused 
on changes in adolescents’ risk attitudes in public settings, such as being in the presence of close 
others (e.g., Somerville et al., 2018; Telzer et al., 2015). Public conformity is thought to reflect 
superficial attitude changes that arise only under specific contextual conditions, but are often not 
sustained in private settings when motivational factors are less salient (Cohen & Prinstein, 2006). 
In contrast, private conformity, also known as internalization, reflects the enduring effect of 
others’ risk attitudes into one’s stable self-concept (Cohen & Prinstein, 2006). Once they 
internalize others’ risk attitudes, adolescents are more likely to make decisions that are consistent 
with these newly minted values, goals, and motivations even in the absence of explicit pressures 
(Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004), which has implications for shaping adolescents’ own approval of 
and engagement in health risk behaviors.  
Theoretical and empirical research on social influence have identified the role of neural 
systems involved in valuation, self-other processing, and social monitoring in decisions about 
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whether to adopt the attitudes of others (Falk & Scholz, 2018; Telzer et al., 2017; van Hoorn, 
Shablack, Lindquist, & Telzer, 2019). When defining their own risk attitudes, adolescents need 
to decide whether to act solely on their own risk attitudes or consider the perceived attitudes of 
their parents or their peers. Given the ability to make decisions independently develops gradually 
across development, youth may compensate for potential gaps in knowledge or experience by 
inferring how their parents or peers would act in the same situation (Lim et al., 2016; Suzuki et 
al., 2012). This social cognitive process is known as simulation and is hypothesized to recruit the 
same neural circuitry that supports one’s own decision-making process (Amodio & Frith, 2006; 
Buckner & Carroll, 2007). To the extent that adolescents internalized the risk attitudes of their 
parents and peers, they should simulate their parents’ or peers’ risk attitudes—in addition to their 
own risk attitudes—when making decisions for themselves and use this information to guide the 
development of their own risk attitudes. Importantly, functional changes in key social and 
motivational brain systems during adolescence may constrain the extent to which the perceived 
risk attitudes of others are simulated and utilized in the development of adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes.  
Medial Prefrontal Cortex (mPFC) 
The development of risk attitudes may involve the ability to reflect on one’s own 
attitudes and the extent to which they are similar to, or different from, those of others. The mPFC 
is consistently involved in understanding and representing social knowledge about one’s self and 
of others (Wagner, Haxby, & Heatherton, 2012). For example, cross-sectional studies in 
developmental neuroscience have shown the mPFC is more activated when being watched by 
another peer (Somerville et al., 2013) and when forming self-evaluations that spontaneously 
integrate what others, such as parents and peers, think of them (Pfeifer et al., 2013, 2009; Van 
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der Cruijsen et al., 2019). Across these studies, the mPFC response is elevated in adolescents 
relative to children or adults (Somerville et al., 2013; Van der Cruijsen et al., 2019), suggesting 
that adolescents may be more likely to represent and internalize others’ attitudes in the mPFC 
when constructing their social identity and preferences compared to children or adults. 
Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex (vmPFC) 
Adolescents may also need to redefine their risk attitudes as they learn about the 
perceived risk attitudes of their parents and peers, a process that involves weighing the value of 
their current attitudes against those of others. The vmPFC, a key region for value computations, 
not only tracks the positive value associated with individuals’ current attitudes (Lim et al., 2016; 
Mitchell, Schirmer, Ames, & Gilbert, 2011; Suzuki, Adachi, Dunne, Bossaerts, & O’Doherty, 
2015), but also tracks discrepancies between individuals’ and others’ attitudes that are similar to 
prediction errors in reinforcement learning (Klucharev et al., 2009; Montague & Lohrenz, 2007; 
Schultz, 2006). The extent to which vmPFC activity is modulated by social influence predicts 
whether or not adolescents adopt others’ attitudes as their own (Cascio, O’Donnell, Bayer, 
Tinney, & Falk, 2015; Welborn et al., 2015), underscoring the role of value-based mechanisms 
in adolescents’ susceptibility to social influence. 
Dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex and Dorsomedial Prefrontal Cortex (dACC and dmPFC) 
The integration of various self- and social-related value inputs is needed in order to 
determine whether it is more worthwhile to make decisions independently or in consideration of 
others’ risk attitudes (e.g., Hare, Malmaud, & Rangel, 2011; Suzuki et al., 2015). The dmPFC is 
involved in simulating the mental states of others (Amodio & Frith, 2006), and, together with the 
dACC, track cognitive inconsistencies between one’s own and others’ choices and preferences 
(Apps, Rushworth, & Chang, 2016; Izuma, 2013). For example, dmPFC and dACC activity 
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increase when individuals’ opinions conflict vs. match with the group opinion, which predicts 
subsequent adjustment of behavior (Berns et al., 2005; Klucharev et al., 2009). Taken together, 
these findings suggest that the development of risk attitudes may be guided by how one’s own 
preferences, and the degree to which it deviates from those of others, are encoded and integrated 
in the dmPFC and dACC. 
Current Study 
The current functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study used a longitudinal 
design to characterize age-related changes in the internalization of adolescents’ perceptions of 
their parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes. 150 racially- and socioeconomically-diverse participants 
completed up to three annual fMRI scans starting when participants were 12-14 years of age. At 
each visit, participants completed the Risk Perception fMRI task, during which they rated their 
own attitudes toward risky behaviors (e.g., having unprotected sex), the perceived attitudes of 
their parent, and the perceived attitudes of peers their age.  
Our preregistered hypotheses (see OSF link) included the following two aims:  
Aim 1 
The first aim was to examine age-related changes in the extent to which adolescents 
internalize the perceived risk attitudes of their parents and their peers when constructing their 
own risk attitudes. We hypothesized that adolescents’ own risk attitudes would become more 
discrepant from their perceived parents’ risk attitudes over time and less discrepant from their 
perceived peers’ risk attitudes over time, suggesting stronger internalization of perceived peers’ 




Our second aim was to examine whether adolescents utilized their perceived parents’ and 
peers’ risk attitudes—in addition to their own—when constructing their own risk attitudes, and 
the degree to which these associations change over time. Specifically, we tested whether 
trajectories of adolescents’ own risk attitudes were predicted by the extent to which the 
adolescent brain (vmPFC, mPFC, dmPFC, dACC) tracked adolescents’ own risk attitudes in 
addition to the simulated risk attitudes of their parents and peers at the time of their own risk 
decisions. We tested three hypotheses. First, we expected neural tracking of adolescents’ own 
risk attitudes would be strongly associated with their own risk attitudes, with no directional 
hypotheses about how this effect would change over time. Second, we hypothesized that the 
effect of simulating parents’ risk attitudes at the time of adolescents’ own risk decisions would 
either remain stable (i.e., no differences) or steadily decline over time, suggesting that the 
internalization of perceived parent risk attitudes remained relatively constant or even waned 
across adolescence. Third, we hypothesized that the effect of simulating peers’ risk attitudes at 
the time of adolescents’ own risk decisions would become stronger over time, suggesting a 
stronger internalization of perceived peer risk attitudes across adolescence.  
Methods 
Participants 
Participants were recruited from a larger study of 873 6th and 7th grade students in the 
Southeast United States. Adolescent participants were initially screened by phone using the 
following exclusion criteria: not fluent in English, history of neurological or learning problems, 
and presence of MRI contraindications (e.g., metal in body, claustrophobia). Participants who 
currently used psychoactive medications for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 
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were instructed to abstain for a minimum of 24 hours before the visit. Two cohorts were enrolled 
in the current longitudinal study to meet an a priori target sample size of 150 participants. 
Across the three-year study period, participants completed a baseline assessment starting when 
they were 12-14 years of age and follow-up assessments approximately every 12 months 
thereafter. Adolescents and their primary caregiver provided written assent and consent.  
At the first wave (W1), data were collected from 148 participants. 8 participants met 
exclusion criteria at their baseline visit and were subsequently excluded and not recruited at the 
follow-up waves: 1 was not fluent in English, 5 were unable to complete the scan (e.g., 
claustrophobia, non-compliant), 1 had a metal implant, and 1 had a brain abnormality. Of the 8 
participants excluded at baseline, 3 participants completed the task behaviorally and were 
retained for behavioral analyses, leaving a final sample of 143 participants at the first wave 
(Mage=12.8 years, SD=.52 years, range=11.93-14.49 years, 73 female). 1 participant was 
additionally excluded at this wave due to poor quality data resulting from acute anxiety. 142 
participants were included in behavioral analyses and 139 participants were included in fMRI 
analyses at the first wave. 
At the second wave (W2), of the original 143 participants who were contacted, data were 
collected from 116 participants (Mage=13.75 years, SD=.53 years, range=12.87-15.40 years, 60 
female; 81.1% retention). One additional participant returned for their follow-up visit but did not 
complete the task due to time constraints. 10 participants were excluded from fMRI analyses but 
were retained for behavioral analyses: 9 could not complete an MRI scan (e.g., braces) and 1 
reported a recent concussion. Attrition was due to difficulty scheduling or contacting for their 
follow-up visit (n=10, of which 6 returned for the third wave) and explicitly declining to 
participate because of a change of residence (n=1) and loss of interest (n=12). Due to this 
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attrition as well as the excluded subjects from W1, a second cohort comprising 30 participants 
was recruited at W2 (Mage=13.30 years, SD=.64 years, range=12.42-14.52 years, 18 female), 
drawn from the same study as the first cohort. Altogether, 146 participants were included in 
behavioral analyses and 137 participants were included in fMRI analyses at the second wave. 
At the third wave (W3), data were collected from 145 participants: 119 participants from 
the first cohort (Mage=14.76 years, SD=.56 years, range=13.77-16.32 years, 60 female; 83.2% 
retention) and 26 participants from the second cohort (Mage=14.41 years, SD=.6 years, 
range=13.39-15.57 years, 14 female; 86.7% retention). Of the original participants in the first 
cohort, 16 participants could not complete an MRI scan (e.g., braces), but still completed the task 
behaviorally and were retained in behavioral analyses. Attrition was due to difficulty scheduling 
or contacting for their follow-up visit (n=2, in addition to n=4 from W2) or explicitly declining 
to participate due to loss of interest (n=2, in addition to n=13 from W2). Of the original 
participants in the second cohort, 2 participants could not complete an MRI scan (e.g., braces), 
but still completed the task behaviorally and were retained in behavioral analyses. Attrition was 
due to difficulty rescheduling or contact for their follow-up visit (n=2) and explicitly declining to 
participate due to loss of interest (n=2). Altogether, 145 participants were included in behavioral 
analyses and 127 participants were included in fMRI analyses at the third wave. 
In total, data were collected from 173 participants across two cohorts and three waves of 
data collection, totaling 403 fMRI scans and 433 of behavioral sessions. At the first time point 
(i.e., W1 data from the first cohort and W2 data from the second cohort), the age and sex 
distribution was Mage=12.89 years, SD=.57 years, range=11.93-14.52 years, 91 female. The 
race/ethnicity distribution was: White (n=51, 29.5%), Black (n=40, 23.1%), Latinx (n=60, 
34.7%), Multi-racial (n=16, 9.2%), and Other (n=6, 3.5%). The modal education level of the 
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primary guardian/parent was some college (n=52, 30.1%), with a range of less than 8th grade 
(n=18, 10.4%) to a professional degree (e.g., M.D.; n=3; 1.7%). 8 additional participants were 
excluded after data quality checks (e.g., underpowered due to lack of variability in decisions), 
leaving a final sample of 165 participants included in analyses. 
Study Procedure 
Before the scan, participants were trained on the fMRI tasks, acclimated to the mock 
scanner, and completed other questionnaires and experimental tasks that are not the focus of the 
current study. Participants underwent a 1.5 hour scan, during which they completed anatomical 
scans for registration purposes, the Risk Perception task (described below), and five other tasks. 
At each wave, adolescents received monetary compensation ($90), prizes worth up to $20 for 
doing well in the scan (e.g., candy, headphones, gift cards), and a meal, and primary guardians 
received monetary compensation ($50), parking and gas reimbursement ($27), and a meal. 
Returning families received an additional $25 retention bonus for completing each additional 
wave (i.e., additional $25 for completing 2 waves, additional $50 for completing 3 waves).  
Risk Perception Task 
Participants completed the Risk Perception task during fMRI, which assesses 
adolescents’ perceptions of their own, their parent’s, and their peers’ attitudes toward various 
risk behaviors. Behaviors were selected based on a prior study examining parent and peer 
influence on attitude change using a similar developmental sample (n=39; 12-14 years) and 
experimental design (Do, McCormick, et al., 2020) to ensure such behaviors were 
developmentally appropriate to adolescents. From this independent sample, we selected 48 
negative behaviors with relatively high response variability to reflect real-life individual 
differences in adolescents’ risk attitudes (Supplemental Table 1). 
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The task included three different conditions: You, Parent, Peers. Participants were 
instructed that, in addition to rating their own attitudes toward risk behaviors, they would also 
rate the perceived attitudes of their parent at the session, who was in a separate room, and the 
perceived attitudes of other teenagers around the same age. In the You condition, participants 
rated their own attitudes toward risk behaviors using a 10-point Likert scale (0=very bad, 9=very 
good). In the Parent condition, participants were asked to estimate their parents’ ratings toward 
those same behaviors using the same scale (i.e., how would your parent rate this?). In the Peers 
condition, participants were asked to estimate their peer group’s ratings using the same scale 
(i.e., how would your peers rate this?).  
Participants completed two functional runs, each of which lasted up to eight minutes. 
Each run had two blocks of each condition, with each block containing 12 trials. In total, the task 
included 144 trials across both runs, with 48 trials per condition. The order of blocks and order 
of trials within the block were randomly presented. Within a block of trials, participants were 
presented with an initial instruction cue indicating the condition type (You, Parent, Peer) for 4 s 
and rated 12 behaviors, each presented for 5 s and separated by a jittered intertrial interval 
ranging from 1.3 to 3.4 s (M=2.2 s) (Figure 2). A “Too Late!” message (1 s) was displayed if the 
participant did not rate the behavior within the allotted time. The task was self-paced, such that 




Figure 1. Schematic illustration of Risk Perception task. ITI=intertrial interval. 
 
fMRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 
Imaging data were collected using a 3 Tesla Siemens Prisma MRI scanner with a 32-
channel head coil. For registration purposes, anatomical scans were acquired using a T1* 
magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE; TR=2.4sec; TE=2.2msec; 
flip angle=8°; FOV=256mm; slice thickness=.8mm; 208 slices; voxel size=.8x.8x.8) and a 
T2*weighted, matched-bandwidth (MBW), high-resolution, anatomical scan (TR=5.7sec; 
TE=65msec; flip angle=120°; FOV=230mm; slice thickness=3mm; 38 slices; voxel size 
1.2x1.2x3mm3). Blood oxygen-level dependent echoplanar images (EPI) were acquired using a 
T2*-weighted gradient echo sequence (TR=2sec; TE=25msec; flip angle=90°; FOV=230mm; 
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slice thickness=3mm; 37 slices; voxel size 2.5x2.5x3mm3). To maximize brain coverage, MBW 
and EPI scans were obtained using an oblique axial orientation in order to maximize brain 
coverage and reduce signal drop out. 
Imaging data were preprocessed using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 6.00, 
part of FSL (FMRIB’s Software Library) (Smith et al., 2004). The following pre-statistics 
preprocessing was applied: motion correction using MCFLIRT (Jenkinson, Bannister, Brady, & 
Smith, 2002); skull-stripping using BET (Smith, 2002); and spatial resampling to 2 mm. A 
registration matrix was estimated between functional images, high-resolution structural images 
and standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 2-mm brain using FLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 
2002; Jenkinson & Smith, 2001). Spatial smoothing with a 6 mm Gaussian kernel of full width at 
half maximum was then applied. To further correct for motion and physiological noise in the 
imaging data, we conducted an independent component analysis (ICA) denoising procedure 
using MELODIC using an automated signal classification toolbox (classifier NP-threshold = .3; 
see (Tohka et al., 2008) for more details). 
fMRI Data Analysis 
Three individual-level, fixed-effects analyses were conducted on the preprocessed 
imaging data using general linear model (GLM) in the Statistical Parametric Mapping software 
package (SPM12; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). The 
experimental task was modeled as an event-related design. In each GLM, the regressors of 
interest included instruction cues (fixed duration of 4s) and decisions with a duration equal to the 





First, we examined parametric tracking of neural signal with adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes. For each participant, adolescents’ rating on each behavior (trial) was centered relative 
to their minimum rating across 48 behaviors and entered into the model as a parametric 
modulator (PM) at the time of their own rating decision (You block). Parameter estimates from 
GLM-1 represented how strongly activation in brain regions tracked increases in adolescents’ 
own risk choices at the time of their own decisions (herein referred to as neural tracking of 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes). 
GLM-2 
Second, we examined parametric tracking of neural signal with adolescents’ perceptions 
of their parents’ risk attitudes. For each participant, adolescents’ perceived parent’s rating (from 
the Parent block) on each behavior was centered relative to the minimum parent’s rating across 
48 behaviors and entered into the model as a PM at the time of adolescents’ own rating decision 
(You block). Parameter estimates from GLM-2 represented how strongly activation in brain 
regions tracked increases in perceived parents’ risk choices at the time of adolescents’ own 
decisions (herein referred to as neural tracking of simulated parents’ risk attitudes).  
GLM-3 
Third, we examined parametric tracking of neural signal with adolescents’ perceptions of 
their peers’ risk attitudes. For each participant, adolescents’ perceived peers’ rating (from the 
Peers block) on each behavior was centered relative to the minimum peers’ rating across 48 
behaviors and entered into the model as a PM at the time of adolescents’ own rating decision 
(You block). Parameter estimates from GLM-3 represented how strongly activation in brain 
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regions tracked increases in the perceived peers’ risk choices at the time of adolescents’ own 
decisions (herein referred to as neural tracking of simulated peers’ risk attitudes).  
For all three GLMs, error trials (e.g., missing responses) and volumes that contained 
excessive motion (>.5 mm framewise displacement) were modeled as separate nuisance 
regressors. Six motion regressors were modeled as covariates of non-interest to control for head 
movement in six dimensions. The jittered inter-trial intervals were not explicitly modeled and 
thus served as an implicit baseline. All regressors were convolved with a canonical 
hemodynamic response function (HRF). High-pass temporal filtering with a 128 s cutoff was 
applied to remove low-frequency drift in the time series. Serial autocorrelations were estimated 
with a restricted maximum likelihood algorithm with an autoregressive model order of 1. For 
each GLM, contrasts were generated at the individual level for the parametric regressor for the 
You condition (You PM for GLM-1, GLM-2, GLM-3). In the current study, we focused on 
investigating how neural activity in a priori ROIs tracked adolescents’ own risk attitudes (You 
PM from GLM-1), their perceived parents’ risk attitudes  (You PM from GLM-2), and their 
perceived peers’ risk attitudes (You PM from GLM-3) at the time of adolescents’ own decisions 
(You condition). Decisions in which adolescents rated their perceived parents’ attitudes (Parent 
condition) or their perceived peers’ attitudes (Peers condition) were outside the scope of the 
current paper and not examined.  
ROI Analysis 
Four regions of interest (ROIs) were identified based on their roles in valuation, self-
other processing, and social monitoring during social decision making: mPFC, vmPFC, dACC, 
dmPFC (Figure S1). ROIs were defined bilaterally and structurally based on prior research 
(dACC; Falk et al., 2014; Rudolph et al., 2020) and the Saxe Lab theory of mind ROIs (dmPFC, 
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mPFC, vmPFC; Dufour et al., 2013), resulting in a total of four separate binarized ROI masks for 
the mPFC, vmPFC, dACC, and dmPFC. For each wave of imaging data for each participant, we 
calculated the mean BOLD signal across the voxels in each ROI. For each ROI, this procedure 
was repeated for each contrast of interest (i.e., You PM from GLM-1, GLM-2, GLM-3), yielding 
a single estimate per ROI of the extent to which the neural signal tracked adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes (You GLM-1), their perceived parents’ risk attitudes (You GLM-2), and their perceived 
peers’ risk attitudes (You GLM-3) at the time of adolescents’ own decision.  
Analysis Plan 
Developmental Changes in Risk Attitudes 
Univariate Growth Model. Our first aim was to examine whether adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes became less discrepant from their perceived parents’ or peers’ risk attitudes over time. 
Before conducting the primary multivariate growth model, we first conducted preliminary 
analyses to determine the best-fitting pattern of age-related change (i.e., linear or quadratic) for 
(1) adolescents’ own risk attitudes, (2) perceived parents’ risk attitudes, and (3) perceived peers’ 
risk attitudes. For each target (adolescent, parent, peers), we fitted an unconditional growth 
model under full maximum likelihood to their ratings on the Risk Perception task, with time 
points (i=3) nested within individuals (j=165). Initial data diagnostics revealed that the 
dependent variable of risk attitudes (collapsed across targets) required a log transformation to 
correct for non-normality of residuals. A continuous age predictor (centered at minimum) was 
included in the model to test for linear effects or quadratic effects (i.e., U or inverted U-shaped) 
of risk attitudes. Linear effects of age would suggest monotonic change in risk attitudes over age. 
Quadratic effects of age would suggest the risk attitudes of early-to-mid-adolescents differ from 
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both early adolescents and mid-adolescents, following a U- or inverted U-pattern. We estimated 
the following equation for each target (adolescent, parent, peers): 
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒45 = 	 𝛾99 + 𝛾;9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 + 𝑢95 + 𝑟45 
For each target, we conducted a series of likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) to determine the 
best-fitting age trajectory and the required variance-covariance structure for the random effects 
and residuals. We compared the baseline linear model with a random intercept (to allow for 
variability in initial levels) against models that additionally included a quadratic age trajectory 
and/or random slope (to allow for variability in rates of change). Finally, we tested whether the 
residual variance was homoscedastic (i.e., single variance holds at all time points) or 
heteroscedastic (i.e., different variance at each time point).  
Multivariate Growth Model. We then combined the three univariate growth models into 
a single multivariate growth model to examine how developmental changes in adolescents’ own 
risk attitudes covaried with developmental changes in their perceived parents’ and peers’ risk 
attitudes at the individual level. Specifically, we tested whether adolescents’ own risk attitudes 
were less discrepant from the perceived risk attitudes of their parents or their peers, both in terms 
of starting points (i.e., difference between intercepts) and rates of change (i.e., difference 
between slopes). We fitted a multivariate growth model under full maximum likelihood to 
ratings from the Risk Perception task, with observations (i=9 (3 targets ´ 3 time points)) nested 
within individuals (j=165). Predictors of interest included: target (dummy-coded; Adolescent, 
Parent, and Peer), continuous age (centered at minimum), and interactions between target and 
age. The baseline multivariate growth model included a random intercept and random slope of 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes to allow for individual differences in starting points and rates of 
change in adolescents’ own risk attitudes, respectively. We estimated the following equation:  
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𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒45
= 	 𝛾;9𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡45 + 𝛾&9𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡45 + 𝛾G9𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟45 + 𝛾J9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗ 𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡45
+	𝛾M9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡45 +	𝛾P9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗ 𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟45 + 𝑢;5𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡45 + 𝑢J5𝑎𝑔𝑒45
∗ 𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡45 + 𝑟45 
Note that there was no overall intercept as we modeled the intercept of each target 
separately (i.e. adolescent, parent, peer terms in the model). Results from the preliminary 
univariate growth models were used to determine whether the inclusion of random effects of 
perceived parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes improved model fit. Additional LRTs were used to 
determine whether within-time residual correlations were required to account for within-time 
correlations among the three growth processes (i.e., adolescent, parent, and peer risk attitudes). 
To control for potential sex and racial differences in trajectories of adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes, we included dummy-coded sex (1=female, 0=male) and race (Black, Latinx, Other, 
with White omitted as the reference group) as covariates of the intercept and slope of 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes in the best-fitting model. In the interest of model parsimony, and 
given we had no specific hypotheses about potential sex or race differences in the perceived risk 
attitudes of parents or peers, we did not control for sex and race on the other targets’ intercepts 
and slopes. 
Role of Simulating Others’ Risk Attitudes in the Development of Adolescents’ Own Risk 
Attitudes 
 
Our second aim was to examine whether adolescents utilized their perceived parents’ and 
peers’ risk attitudes when constructing their own risk attitudes, and the degree to which these 
associations change over time. To the extent that participants utilized another’s risk attitudes to 
guide their own decisions, they should simulate the other’s risk attitudes by the same neural 
process as their own when making their own decisions (Lim et al., 2016; Suzuki et al., 2012). 
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Using a brain-as-predictor approach, we tested the extent to which developmental changes in 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes were predicted by neural tracking of both their own risk attitudes 
and the simulated risk attitudes of their parents and peers at the time of their own decisions. For 
each a priori ROI, we fitted a linear mixed effects model to adolescents’ own ratings from the 
Ratings Perception task (i.e., You condition), with observations (i=9 (3 targets ´ 3 time points)) 
nested within individuals (j=165). Predictors of interest included: neural tracking of each target’s 
risk attitudes (adolescent, simulated parent, simulated peers) at the time of adolescents’ own 
decisions (i.e., You condition) as time-varying covariates, age (centered at minimum), and 
interactions between neural tracking of each target’s risk attitudes (adolescent, simulated parent, 
simulated peers) and age. One participant with extremely low neural tracking of adolescents’ 
own risk attitudes across all four ROIs at one of their time points was winsorized for analyses 
based on initial data diagnostics. The baseline linear mixed model included a random intercept 
and a random slope of adolescents’ own risk attitudes to account for variability in starting points 
and rates of change, respectively. We estimated the following equation: 
𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡U𝑠	𝑜𝑤𝑛	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒45 = 	 𝛾99 + 𝛾;9𝑅𝑂𝐼(𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡U𝑠	𝑜𝑤𝑛	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)45 +
	𝛾&9𝑅𝑂𝐼(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡U𝑠	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)45 + 𝛾G9𝑅𝑂𝐼(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑠U	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)45 +
	𝛾J9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 +	𝛾M9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗ 𝑅𝑂𝐼(𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡U𝑠	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)45 + 𝛾P9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗
𝑅𝑂𝐼(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡U𝑠	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)45 + 𝛾Q9𝑎𝑔𝑒45 ∗
𝑅𝑂𝐼(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑠U	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)45 + 𝑢95K + 𝑢J5K𝑎𝑔𝑒45 + 𝑟45  
To better understand how specifically these brain-behavior associations change across 
adolescence, we parsed the within-person effects (i.e., intraindividual change over time) and 
between-person effects (i.e., interindividual variability across development) of all neural 
predictors. The cluster-level variable (participants’ ROI) was grand mean-centered to capture 
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person-level means (i.e., between person effects) and the repeated measures were group-mean 
centered (at the individual level) to capture year-to-year deviations around person-level means 
(i.e., within-person effects) (for simplicity, separate within- and between-person terms are not 
shown in the above equation). To control for potential sex and racial differences in trajectories, 
we included dummy-coded sex (1=female, 0=male) and race (Black, Latinx, Other, with White 
omitted as the reference group) as covariates of the intercept and slope of adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes in the best-fitting model. We did not control for sex and race on the other predictors to 
maintain a parsimonious model and given non-specific hypotheses about potential sex or race 
differences in ROI effects. p-values were Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons across 
the four brain-as-predictor models conducted (corresponding to each of the four ROIs).  
Results 
Developmental Changes in Risk Attitudes 
Univariate Growth Models 
Preliminary univariate growth models revealed the trajectory of each target’s risk 
attitudes was best explained by a linear age model (Table 1). As shown in Figure 2, adolescents 
reported increasingly risk-permissive attitudes over time and attributed similarly risk-permissive 
attitudes to their parents and peers over time. 
Adolescent. Adolescents’ own risk attitudes showed linear age-related increases, with 
significant individual variability in initial risk attitudes in early adolescence (i.e., random 
intercept) and changes in risk attitudes over time (i.e., random slope). There was a significant 
negative correlation between the random effects, indicating that adolescents with initially lower 
levels of risk ratings increased more rapidly, while those with initially higher levels of risk 
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ratings increased less or remained stable. Model fit indices suggested the residual variances were 
homoscedastic over time.  
Parent. Adolescents’ perceptions of their parents’ risk attitudes showed linear age-
related increases, with significant individual variability in initial levels of perceived parent risk 
attitudes in early adolescence (i.e., random intercept) and changes in perceived parent risk 
attitudes over time (i.e., random slope). There was a significant negative correlation between 
random effects, indicating that adolescents with initially lower levels of perceived parent risk 
ratings increased more rapidly, while those with initially higher levels of perceived parent risk 
ratings increased less or remain stable. Model fit indices suggested heteroscedastic residual 
variances were required.  
Peers. Adolescents’ perceptions of their peers’ risk attitudes showed linear age-related 
increases, with significant individual variability in initial levels of perceived peer risk attitudes in 
early adolescence (i.e., random intercept). The nonsignificant random slope suggests little 
individual variability in the rate of change in perceived peer risk attitudes. Model fit indices 
suggested heteroscedastic residual variances were required.  
Because the univariate growth models indicated significant variability of risk attitudes by 
target and over time, we specified a linear growth form, random intercept and slope, and 
heteroscedastic residual variance structure for all three outcomes (i.e., risk attitudes of 
adolescents, parents, and peers) in the multivariate growth model. Additional model fit indices 
indicated the need to estimate equal correlations but heterogeneous residuals across sources 
within each time point under the assumption that the across-outcome correlations would be 
similar at each time point. There were no main effects or interactions with sex or race on 
trajectories of adolescents’ own risk attitudes and all effects remained after controlling for sex 
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and race. Although the inclusion of sex and race covariates did not improve the overall model fit, 
we report results from the model including these covariates to be comprehensive. 
 
Figure 2. Developmental changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes and the perceived risk 
attitudes of their parents and their peers. Adolescents’ own risk attitudes became more discrepant 
from their perceived parents’ risk attitudes and less discrepant from their perceived peers’ risk 
attitudes over time. Simple slopes: *CI did not include 0. 
 
Multivariate Growth Model 
The multivariate growth model revealed that adolescents’ own risk attitudes significantly 
covaried with both their perceived parents’ risk attitudes and their perceived peers’ risk attitudes 
over time (Table 2). This was evidenced by significant and positive correlations between 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes and the perceived risk attitudes of their parents and the perceived 
risk attitudes of their peers, both in terms of initial levels (i.e., intercepts) and rates of change 
(i.e., slopes) (see Table S2 for across-outcome correlations among the random effects). To 
examine whether adolescents’ own risk attitudes became more similar to the perceived risk 
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attitudes of their parents or peers over time, we next compared the simple slopes and simple 
intercepts between adolescents’ own risk attitudes and each target’s risk attitudes.  
First, we examined differences between the adolescent and parent effects. Planned 
pairwise contrasts of simple slopes revealed significant differences between trajectories of 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes and their parents’ risk attitudes (difference between slopes: F(1, 
977)=5.32, p=.02). To unpack these trajectory differences, we probed the simple intercepts in 
early adolescence (age 11) and mid-adolescence (age 16). In early adolescence, adolescents’ own 
risk attitudes were only marginally different from parents’ risk attitudes (i.e., difference between 
intercepts at age 11: F(1, 977)=3.01, p=.08). However, there was a larger and significant 
difference between adolescents’ own risk attitudes and their parents’ risk attitudes in late 
adolescence (i.e., difference between intercepts at age 16: F(1, 977)=27.54, p<.001). Thus, the 
average difference between adolescents’ own risk attitudes and their parents’ risk attitudes 
significantly increased from early to mid-adolescence, suggesting adolescents’ own risk attitudes 
and their perceived parents’ risk attitudes became increasingly divergent over time (Figure 2). 
We then examined differences between the adolescent and peer effects. Pairwise 
contrasts of simple slopes revealed significant differences between trajectories of adolescents’ 
own risk attitudes and their peers’ risk attitudes (difference between slopes: (F(1, 977)=4.37, 
p=.04). We then probed the simple intercepts in early adolescence and mid-adolescence: 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes were significantly different from their peers’ risk attitudes in 
early adolescence (i.e., difference between intercepts at age 11: F(1, 977)=38.98, p<.001). This 
difference decreased but remained significant in late adolescence (i.e., difference between 
intercepts at age 16: F(1, 977)=6.15, p=.01). Thus, the average difference between adolescents’ 
own risk attitudes and their peers’ risk attitudes significantly declined from early to mid-
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adolescence, suggesting adolescents’ own risk attitudes and their perceived peers’ risk attitudes 
became less discrepant over time (Figure 2). See Supplemental Information for exploratory 
comparisons between parent and peer effects. 
Role of Simulating Others’ Risk Attitudes in the Development of Adolescents’ Own Risk 
Attitudes 
 
Next, we investigated whether adolescents simulated the risk attitudes of their parents 
and peers—in addition to their own—when making their own decisions, and whether such 
associations changed over time. Separate linear mixed effects models for each ROI revealed 
differential neural tracking in the mPFC and vmPFC robustly predicted intraindividual and 
interindividual changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes (Table 2). Effects of dACC and 
dmPFC tracking trended in the same direction as the mPFC and vmPFC (Table 2), but were less 
robust and did not survive correction for multiple comparisons.  
mPFC 
Adolescents’ Own Risk Attitudes. We found a significant within-person effect of mPFC 
tracking of adolescents’ own attitudes and interaction with age. Greater mPFC tracking of 
adolescents’ own attitudes at the time of decisions was associated with higher than average 
concurrent levels of their own risk attitudes, an effect that changed over time. To explore this 
interaction with age, we computed simple slopes of the within-person effect of mPFC tracking of 
adolescents’ own attitudes in early adolescence (age 12) and mid-adolescence (age 15). As 
shown in Figure 3A, these results suggest that the within-person association between mPFC 
tracking of adolescents’ own attitudes and concurrent levels of risk attitudes was significant in 
early adolescence (age 12: b=1.17, SE=.27, 95% CI [.62, 1.71]), but went away by mid-
adolescence (age 15: b=-.39, SE=.40, 95% CI [-1.18, .39]). There were no between-person 
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effects, suggesting that individual differences in overall mPFC tracking of adolescents’ own 
attitudes were not associated with the development of adolescents’ own risk attitudes. 
Simulated Others’ Risk Attitudes. We found a significant main effect of mPFC 
tracking of simulated parents’ attitudes when adolescents made their own decisions. Although 
this effect did not survive Bonferroni correction, it provided partial support for our hypothesis 
that adolescents utilized their parents’ risk attitudes—above and beyond their own risk 
attitudes—to inform their own decisions. In contrast to mPFC tracking of adolescents’ own 
attitudes, greater mPFC tracking of simulated parents’ attitudes at the time of adolescents’ own 
decisions predicted lower than average concurrent levels of risk attitudes. A trending interaction 
with age suggested that this within-person association was age-dependent. As shown in Figure 
3B, simple slopes analyses of mPFC tracking revealed that the within-person association 
between mPFC tracking of simulated parents’ attitudes and concurrent levels of adolescents’ 
own risk attitudes was significant in early adolescence (age 12: b=-.85, SE=.31, 95% CI [-1.46, -
.25]), but not mid-adolescence (age 15: b=.08, SE=.29, 95% CI [-.49, .66]). There were no 
between-person effects, suggesting that individual differences in overall mPFC tracking of the 
simulated attitudes of parents were not associated with the development of adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes. 
Contrary to hypotheses, we did not find a main effect of mPFC tracking of simulated 
peers’ attitudes when adolescents made their own decisions or interaction with age at the within-
person or between-person level. These results suggest that adolescents may not simulate the risk 
attitudes of their peers at the time of their own decisions, an effect that did not change across 
adolescence (Figure 3C). 
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Figure 3. mPFC tracking at the time of adolescents’ own risk decisions predicted within-person 
changes in their own risk attitudes. (A) Greater mPFC tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes 
at the time of their own decisions was concurrently associated with higher than average risk 
attitudes in early adolescence (age 12), an effect not observed in mid-adolescence (age 15). (B) 
In addition to their own attitudes, adolescents simulated their parents’ risk attitudes at the time of 
their own decisions, such that greater mPFC tracking of their simulated parents’ attitudes 
predicted lower than average levels of their own risk attitudes, particularly in early adolescence 
(age 12). (C) Adolescents may not additionally simulate their peers’ attitudes when forming their 




Adolescents’ Own Risk Attitudes. We found similar, more robust effects with the 
vmPFC. There was a significant within-person effect of vmPFC tracking of adolescents’ own 
attitudes at the time of their decisions and interaction with age (Table 2). To unpack the 
interaction with age, we probed the simple slopes of vmPFC tracking in early adolescence (age 
12) and mid-adolescence (age 15; Figure 4A). In early adolescence, higher vmPFC tracking of 
adolescents’ own attitudes predicted significantly higher than average concurrent levels of risk 
attitudes (age 12: b=1.09, SE=.32, 95% CI [.46, 1.71]). However, vmPFC tracking of 
adolescents’ own attitudes served a more protective role in mid-adolescence, such higher vmPFC 
tracking of adolescents’ own attitudes predicted significantly lower than average concurrent 
levels of risk attitudes (age 15: b=-1.05, SE=.36, 95% CI [-1.75, -.35]). There were no between-
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person effects, suggesting that average vmPFC tracking of adolescents’ own attitudes were not 
associated with individual differences in trajectories of adolescents’ own risk attitudes. 
Simulated Others’ Risk Attitudes. There was a significant within-person effect of 
vmPFC tracking of the simulated attitudes of parents and interaction with age, confirming 
hypotheses that adolescents simulate their parents’ attitudes (in addition to their own) when 
making their own risky decisions. As shown in Figure 4B, simple slopes analyses of vmPFC 
tracking revealed that, in early adolescence, greater vmPFC tracking of simulated parents’ 
attitudes at the time of their own decisions predicted lower than average concurrent levels of 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes (age 12: b=-1.13, SE=.30, 95% CI [-1.72, -.54]). This effect was 
not significant in mid-adolescence (age 15: b=.59, SE=.31, 95% CI [-.01, 1.2]), suggesting that 
adolescents may no longer simulate their parents’ attitudes when making their own risk decisions 
by mid-adolescence. Similar between-person effects by age are reported in Supplemental 
Information.  
Contrary to hypotheses, there was no main effect of vmPFC tracking of simulated peers’ 
attitudes or interaction with age at the within-person or between-person level. Thus, adolescents 
may not simulate the risk attitudes of their peers at the time of their own decisions across 




Figure 4. vmPFC tracking at the time of adolescents’ own risk decisions predicted within-person 
changes in their own risk attitudes. (A) Greater vmPFC tracking of adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes at the time of their decisions was concurrently associated with higher than average risk 
attitudes in early adolescence (age 12) and lower than average risk attitudes in mid-adolescence 
(age 15). (B) In addition to their own attitudes, adolescents simulated their parents’ risk attitudes 
at the time of their own decisions, such that greater vmPFC tracking of their simulated parents’ 
attitudes predicted lower than average levels of their own risk attitudes, particularly in early 
adolescence (age 12). (C) Adolescents may not additionally simulate their peers’ attitudes when 
forming their own risk attitudes. Simple slopes: *CI did not include 0. 
 
dACC 
Adolescents’ Own Risk Attitudes. At the within-person level, there was a main effect of 
dACC tracking of adolescents’ own choices and interaction with age, which did not survive 
correction for multiple comparisons (Table 2). There were no significant between-person effects. 
Simulated Others’ Risk Attitudes. At the between-person level, there was a main effect 
of dACC tracking of simulated parents’ attitudes and interaction with age that did not survive 
Bonferroni correction (Table 2). There was neither a within-person effect of dACC tracking of 





Adolescents’ Own Risk Attitudes. There was a within-person effect of dmPFC tracking 
of adolescents’ own choices, although this did not survive Bonferroni correction. There were no 
between-person effects or interactions with age at either the within- or between-person level.  
Simulated Others’ Risk Attitudes. There was a within-person effect of dmPFC tracking 
of the simulated choices of their parents, which did not survive correction for multiple 
comparisons (Table 2). There were no between-person effects or interactions with age at either 
the within- or between-person level. 
Discussion 
Parents and peers have consistently been shown to shape adolescents’ risk attitudes, yet 
little is known about when and how parents’ and peers’ risk attitudes become internalized across 
development. Using longitudinal experimental and fMRI data, the current study aimed to 
examine how adolescents define their own risk attitudes through the internalized perceptions of 
others’ risk attitudes over time, and whether this internal process depends on the source of 
influence. The findings revealed three main conclusions. First, adolescents reported increasingly 
risk-permissive attitudes over time and attributed similarly risk-permissive attitudes to their 
parents and peers over time. Second, adolescents’ own risk attitudes became more discrepant 
from their perceived parents’ risk attitudes and less discrepant from their perceived peers’ risk 
attitudes over time. Third, developmental changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes were 
predicted by the extent to which the mPFC and vmPFC encoded both adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes and the simulated risk attitudes of their parents—but not their peers—at the time of 
adolescents’ own decisions, an effect that was stronger in early adolescence compared to mid-
adolescence. These findings provide novel insights into sociocognitive and neural mechanisms 
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driving age-related shifts in the internalization of perceived parent and peer risk attitudes across 
adolescence.  
Developmental Changes in Risk Attitudes 
 Developmental changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes were positively correlated with 
developmental changes in the perceived risk attitudes of both parents and peers. Adolescents not 
only reported increasingly risk-permissive attitudes themselves, but they also perceived their 
parents and peers to hold increasingly more risk-permissive attitudes over time. This extends 
prior work on the development of adolescent risk attitudes (Duell et al., 2018; Wang, Chen, & 
Lee, 2019) by demonstrating that adolescents’ increasingly risk-permissive attitudes provide the 
basis for the type of risk attitudes that they attribute to their parents and broader peer group over 
time (Vierhaus, Rueth, & Lohaus, 2016).  
 Furthermore, adolescents’ own risk attitudes became more discrepant from their 
perceived parents’ risk attitudes and less discrepant from their perceived peers’ risk attitudes 
over time. While adolescents’ own risk attitudes and their perceived parents’ risk attitudes were 
not initially different in early adolescence, they increasingly diverged from each other over time. 
In contrast, the difference between adolescents’ own risk attitudes and their perceived peers’ risk 
attitudes significantly declined from early to mid-adolescence. Previous studies of social 
influence have underscored the long-term health implications of adopting the risk attitudes of 
others in private relative to public settings. Compared to public conformity to risk attitudes, 
which may be susceptible to temporary reputational concerns, the private acceptance of risk 
attitudes in the absence of explicit pressures often happens unconsciously and reflects that 
source’s enduring influence insofar that individuals start to define their own risk attitudes on the 
basis of the internalized source’s risk attitudes over time (Cohen & Prinstein, 2006). Given 
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perceived (vs. actual) norms were measured, and there were no explicit pressures to (publicly) 
conform, these results suggest there may be a stronger internalization of perceived peers’ risk 
attitudes over perceived parents’ risk attitudes across adolescence. 
Role of Simulating Others’ Risk Attitudes in the Development of Adolescents’ Own Risk 
Attitudes 
 
 To the extent that adolescents utilized the internalized risk attitudes of others to inform 
their own risk attitudes, they should simulate others’ risk attitudes—in addition to their own—
when forming their own risk attitudes. Indeed, we found that adolescents’ own risk attitudes 
were predicted by the extent to which the mPFC and vmPFC tracked both adolescents’ own risk 
attitudes and simulated their parents’ risk attitudes at the time of their own decisions. When 
making their own risk decisions, greater vmPFC tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes and 
lower vmPFC tracking of simulated parents’ risk attitudes concurrently predicted higher than 
average risk attitudes. Similar, albeit less robust main effects were found in the mPFC. Notably, 
this association was not observed in the dACC or dmPFC, brain regions implicated in social 
monitoring, such as tracking cognitive inconsistencies between one’s own and others’ choices 
(Berns et al., 2005; Klucharev et al., 2009), underscoring the unique role of social cognitive 
mechanisms in the development of adolescents’ own risk attitudes. Whereas the vmPFC is 
putatively important for encoding subjective value (Cascio, O’Donnell, et al., 2015; Welborn et 
al., 2015), the mPFC has been implicated in self-referential and social (other-oriented) 
knowledge, with exaggerated responses during adolescence relative to other developmental 
periods (Somerville et al., 2013; Van der Cruijsen et al., 2019). These results suggest that 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes may be informed by the extent to which the perceived risk 
attitudes of parents are simulated and valued at the time of their own risk decisions. This is 
consistent with prior work showing children and adults sometimes model another person’s 
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mental state by the same cognitive and neural process as their own when making their own 
decisions, a value-based process centered in the vmPFC (Lim et al., 2016; Suzuki et al., 2012). 
Thus, vmPFC and mPFC recruitment at the time of adolescents’ own risk decisions may reflect a 
shared representation between the self and simulated other (parent), which facilitates the 
internalization of parents’ risk attitudes during adolescence. 
 Importantly, these brain-behavior associations were age-dependent, suggesting neural 
tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes and their simulated parents’ risk attitudes exert 
parallel influences on their own risk attitudes over time. In early adolescence, greater mPFC and 
vmPFC tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes at the time of their risk decisions was 
concurrently associated with higher than average risk attitudes. However, this pattern flipped, 
such that by mid-adolescence, greater vmPFC tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes at the 
time of their decisions predicted lower than average risk attitudes. The mPFC effect went away 
by mid-adolescence, such that mPFC tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes was no longer 
associated with adolescents’ own risk attitudes. Although seemingly distinct, these neural 
patterns may reflect normative developmental shifts in adolescent decision making becoming 
less dependent on others’ experiences (e.g., parents) and more dependent on one’s own 
experiences. Compared to adults, adolescents are highly motivated to explore unknown aspects 
of their environment to acquire new information (Kayser, Op De Macks, Dahl, & Frank, 2016; 
Nussenbaum et al., 2019) and are better at integrating this information to improve their future 
choices (Davidow et al., 2016; Decker, Lourenco, Doll, & Hartley, 2015). Given greater vmPFC 
tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes predicted higher than average risk attitudes during 
early adolescence, there may be initial tradeoffs between the value of exploiting familiar options, 
such as relying on one’s own (in)experience, over searching for better alternatives, such as 
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seeking advice from a more experienced person (e.g., parents). However, as adolescents become 
more knowledgeable and experienced, greater valuation of their own risk attitudes at the time of 
their decisions can buffer against increasingly risk-permissive attitudes over time. 
 This interpretation is further bolstered by the neural findings that, in early adolescence, 
simulating parents’ risk attitudes at the time of adolescents’ own decisions in the mPFC and 
vmPFC predicted lower than average risk attitudes in early adolescence. In contrast, lower mPFC 
and vmPFC tracking of simulated parents’ risk attitudes at the time of adolescents’ own 
decisions was associated with higher than average risk attitudes. This effect went away by mid-
adolescence, such that differential neural tracking of simulated parents’ risk attitudes was not 
related to developmental changes in adolescents’ risk attitudes. Given adolescents’ perceptions 
of their parents’ risk attitudes were consistently lower than their own risk attitudes across 
development, these results highlight the critical role of internalizing parents’ relatively risk-
averse attitudes in buffering the development of adolescents’ own risk attitudes particularly in 
early adolescence. This is consistent with other work highlighting the regulatory role of projected 
maternal health choices in promoting healthier choices in childhood, an effect that was observed 
in more dorsolateral regions of the PFC (Lim et al., 2016). Extending this work, our findings 
suggest there may be a potential developmental shift from dorsolateral to midline PFC structures 
involved in encoding parental influences during risky decision making from childhood to 
adolescence. Indeed, recent work suggests the mPFC shows increasing similarity during self-
other evaluations across adolescence (Van der Cruijsen et al., 2019) and greater vmPFC 
recruitment predicts higher susceptibility to risky parent and peer influences in adolescents (Do, 
McCormick, et al., 2020; Kwon et al., 2021). Differential neural tracking of simulated parents’ 
risk attitudes predicted adolescents’ own risk attitudes in early but not mid-adolescence, 
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highlighting the importance of considering perceived parent norms during early adolescence in 
order to curb the development of more risk-permissive attitudes. 
Contrary to hypotheses, neural encoding of perceived peers’ risk attitudes did not predict 
adolescent risk attitudes above and beyond neural tracking of adolescents’ own risk attitudes or 
their perceived parents’ risk attitudes. This was surprising in light of behavioral results 
suggesting adolescents’ own risk attitudes became less discrepant from their perceived peers’ 
risk attitudes over time. One interpretation is that the reduced discrepancy between adolescents’ 
own risk attitudes and their perceived peers’ risk attitudes reflects developmental changes in the 
internalization of broader stereotypes of risk-prone adolescents rather than proximal peer risk 
attitudes outweighing parent risk attitudes. This would align with growing evidence that negative 
stereotypes of adolescents (e.g., risk prone, irresponsible) can have somewhat self-fulfilling 
effects on risk taking both at the behavioral and neural level (Altikulaç et al., 2018; Qu, 
Pomerantz, McCormick, & Telzer, 2018; Qu, Pomerantz, Wang, Cheung, & Cimpian, 2016). 
Alternatively, prior work has found that peer risk norms had no influence on adolescent risk 
taking behaviors when parents held strong negative views toward risk taking (Martino, Ellickson, 
& McCaffrey, 2009). Thus, other peer factors besides simulating and utilizing peer attitudes 
(e.g., explicit peer pressure, peer behaviors) may be more important for shaping trajectories of 
adolescent risk attitudes.  
Future Directions and Conclusions 
The strengths of the study include longitudinal experimental and fMRI assessments 
spanning age 11-16 years, disaggregation of between-person and within-person effects of brain 
function on development of risk attitudes across adolescence, and recruitment of a large, racially- 
and socioeconomically-diverse sample. However, a few limitations should be noted. First, risk 
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attitudes across the three targets may be partly affected by confounds due to a single informant 
perspective, though this design was considered more ecologically valid given health risk 
behaviors are more strongly related to perceived norms than to actual norms (Perkins et al., 
2019). The chosen targets themselves may have also limited the impact of perceived risk 
attitudes, as adolescents may be less likely to internalize the perceived risk attitudes of others if 
the source was not salient (e.g., unknown vs. known peers) or expressed opposing attitudes (e.g., 
risk-permissive father vs. risk-averse mother). Second, it would be important for future research 
to examine the moderating role of quality of parent and peer relationships or adolescents’ own 
engagement in risk-taking behaviors, both of which may contribute to co-developing risk 
attitudes among adolescents, parents, and peers. Finally, while we hypothesized that age-related 
fluctuations in brain function would help explain individual variability in trajectories of 
adolescent risk attitudes, this analysis inherently assumed that there were no systematic changes 
in brain function itself (Curran & Bauer, 2011). Given the neural circuits that support social 
cognition may continue to be refined during adolescence (Burnett, Sebastian, Cohen Kadosh, & 
Blakemore, 2011; McCormick, Van Hoorn, Cohen, & Telzer, 2018), however, it is possible that 
trajectories of brain function of one or more of these brain regions could covary meaningfully 
with trajectories of adolescent risk attitudes. Given the dACC and dmPFC, a priori brain regions 
involved in social monitoring processes, did not predict adolescent risk attitudes, it is possible 
that other brain regions or functional connectivity with the (v)mPFC may be more predictive of 
developmental changes in adolescent risk attitudes. Future studies employing high-powered 
designs should test how changes in brain development track with changes in adolescent behavior 
over time, as well as explore the role of other brain regions relevant to social cognition or value-
based computations that contribute to risky decision making during adolescence.  
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The present study reveals sociocognitive and neurodevelopmental mechanisms 
underlying the internalization of perceived parent and peer risk norms across adolescence. 
Adolescents’ risk attitudes develop in parallel with their perceptions of their parents’ and peers’ 
risk attitudes. Importantly, developmental changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes are 
determined in part by the extent to which risky decision making is guided by their own risk 
attitudes relative to the internalized risk attitudes of others over time. At the time of adolescents’ 
own risky decisions, the extent to which the mPFC and vmPFC is recruited to simulate the 
perceived risk attitudes of parents but not peers—in addition to their own—has important 




Table 1. Univariate growth models of adolescent risk attitudes, perceived parent risk attitudes, 
and perceived peer risk attitudes 
 
Outcome Self Parent Peer 
Predictor Est. SE 95% CI Est. SE 95% CI Est. SE 95% CI 
Fixed         
  Intercept 0.63 0.05 [0.54, 0.72] 0.48 0.04 [0.4, 0.56] 1.05 0.05 [0.94, 1.16] 
  Age 0.12 0.02 [0.09, 0.15] 0.06 0.02 [0.03, 0.1] 0.07 0.02 [0.04, 0.11] 
Random         
  Intercept 0.15  [0.08, 0.28] 0.29  [0.04, 0.19] 0.14  [0.06, 0.33] 
  Slope 0.01  [0, 0.04] 0.11  [0.01, 0.03] 0.01  [0, 0.04] 
  Cor(Int,  
    Slp) 
-0.54 [-0.8, -0.11] -0.58 [-0.83, -0.14] -0.57 [-0.87, 0.04] 
Note. Fixed=fixed effects. Random=random effects. Est=regression estimate. SE=standard error. 
Cor(Int, Slp)=correlation between random intercept and random slope. 
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Table 2. Multivariate growth model of adolescent, perceived parent, and perceived peer risk 
attitudes. 
 
Effect Est. SE t p 95% CI 
Fixed effects 
    
  Self 0.61 0.07 t(977)=8.31 <0.001 [0.47, 0.76] 
  Parent 0.49 0.04 t(977)=11.49 <0.001 [0.41, 0.58] 
  Peer 1.07 0.06 t(977)=18.49 <0.001 [0.95, 1.18] 
  Age × Self 0.12 0.03 t(977)=4.47 <0.001 [0.07, 0.17] 
  Age × Parent 0.06 0.02 t(977)=3.39 <0.001 [0.03, 0.1] 
  Age × Peer 0.07 0.02 t(977)=3.21 <0.001 [0.03, 0.11] 
  Self × Female 0.05 0.07 t(977)=0.82 0.41 [-0.07, 0.18] 
  Self × Black -0.05 0.09 t(977)=-0.55 0.59 [-0.23, 0.13] 
  Self × Latinx 0.04 0.08 t(977)=0.44 0.66 [-0.12, 0.19] 
  Self × Other -0.03 0.11 t(977)=-0.24 0.81 [-0.24, 0.19] 
  Age × Self × Female -0.01 0.02 t(977)=-0.62 0.53 [-0.06, 0.03] 
  Age × Self × Black 0.01 0.03 t(977)=0.16 0.87 [-0.06, 0.07] 
  Age × Self × Latinx -0.01 0.03 t(977)=-0.28 0.78 [-0.06, 0.05] 
  Age × Self × Other 0.04 0.04 t(977)=1.03 0.30 [-0.03, 0.11]       
Random effects 
    
  Self 0.18    [0.11, 0.31] 
  Parent 0.11    [0.05, 0.23] 
  Peer 0.34    [0.23, 0.49] 
  Age × Self 0.02    [0.01, 0.04] 
  Age × Parent 0.02    [0.01, 0.04] 
  Age × Peer 0.03    [0.02, 0.06] 
Note. Est=regression coefficient. SE=standard error. CI=confidence intervals. Age was centered 
at youngest age of 11 at wave 1. Sex (1=female, 0=male) and race (dummy-coded with “White” 
omitted as reference group) were included as covariates of the intercept and slope of adolescent 




Table 3. Effects of neural tracking of adolescents’ own and simulated others’ risk attitudes on 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes. 
 
ROI mPFC vmPFC dACC dmPFC 
Predictors b (SE) 95% 
CI 
b (SE) 95% 
CI 
b (SE) 95% 
CI 
b (SE) 95% 
CI 
Fixed Effects          
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  Cor(Int, Slp) -0.75 [-0.86,  
-0.56] 
-0.74 [-0.87,  
-0.52] 
-0.80 [-0.92,  
-0.54] 
-0.71 [-0.86,  
-0.45] 
 
Note. Significant effects are bolded (i.e., CI did not include 0). †marginally significant effect 
and/or did not survive Bonferroni correction. Age was centered on youngest age of 11 at wave 1. 
Sex (1=female, 0=male) and race (dummy-coded with “White” omitted as reference group) were 
included as covariates of the intercept and slope of adolescent risk attitudes. SE=standard error. 
ROI=region of interest. dACC=dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. dmPFC=dorsal medial prefrontal 
cortex. mmPFC=medial prefrontal cortex. vmPFC=ventral medial prefrontal cortex. ROI 
(w)=within-person effect of ROI on trajectories of adolescents’ own risk attitudes. ROI 
(b)=between-person effect of ROI on trajectories of adolescents’ own risk attitudes. Cor(Int, 





Developmental Changes in Risk Attitudes 
Multivariate Growth Model 
In addition to our primary focus on the perceived similarity between adolescents’ own 
risk perceptions and others’ risk perceptions (parent, peer), we explored differences between the 
parent and peer effects. Pairwise contrasts of simple slopes revealed no difference between 
trajectories of parents’ risk perceptions and peers’ risk perceptions (difference between slopes: 
(F(1, 977)=.07, p=.79). After probing the simple intercepts, we found a significant difference 
between parents’ and peers’ risk perceptions in early adolescence (i.e., difference between 
intercepts at age 11: F(1, 977)=111.75, p<.001). This difference decreased but remained 
significant in late adolescence (i.e., difference between intercepts at age 16: F(1, 977)=87.79, 
p<.001). Thus, the average difference between the perceived risk attitudes of their parents and 
their peers significantly declined from early to mid-adolescence, suggesting increasing parent-
peer similarity in risk perceptions over time.  
Unique insights into whether and how adolescents’ and their perceived parents’ and 
peers’ risk attitudes track together over time at the individual level were revealed by the 
covariances among intercepts (i.e., initial levels) and slopes (i.e., patterns of change) of the 
targets’ risk attitudes (Supplemental Table 2). We found that initial levels of adolescent risk 
attitudes, perceived parent risk attitudes, and perceived peer risk attitudes were intercorrelated, 
such that individuals who entered early adolescence with more permissive risk attitudes tended 
to also perceive their parents and peers as being more permissive of risky behaviors. Individual 
differences in the developmental trajectories of adolescent, perceived parent, and perceived peer 
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risk attitudes were also positively intercorrelated: Increases in adolescent risk attitudes tended to 
co-occur with both increases in perceived parent risk attitudes and perceived peer risk attitudes 
(and vice versa). Finally, there were negative intercept-slope correlations between adolescents’ 
and others’ risk attitudes, such that lower initial levels of adolescent risk attitudes tended to co-
occur with increases in the perceived risk attitudes of parents and peer (and vice versa).  
Role of Simulating Others’ Choices in the Development of Adolescents’ Own Risk Attitudes 
There was an interaction between age and between-person differences in vmPFC tracking 
of simulated parents’ choice. To explore this interaction, we probed simple slopes of age at lower 
(-1 SD) and higher (+1 SD) levels of overall vmPFC tracking of simulated parents’ choices 
(Figure 6). When making their own decisions, participants who exhibited relatively lower overall 
vmPFC tracking of their simulated parents’ risk attitudes showed steeper developmental 
increases in their own risk attitudes (-1 SD: b=.19, SE=.04, 95% CI [.11, .26]) compared to those 
with relatively higher overall vmPFC tracking of their simulated parents’ risk attitudes (+1 SD: 





Supplemental Figure 1. Regions of interest: ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC); medial 
prefrontal cortex (mPFC); dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC); and dorsal anterior cingulate 
cortex (dACC).  
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Supplemental Table 1. Behaviors presented in Risk Perception task 
 
Blaming a sibling in order to get out of 
trouble 
Cheating on a boyfriend or girlfriend 
Buying something their parents would not 
approve of 
Drinking alcohol at a party 
Cheating on exams Driving in a car without a seatbelt 
Copying someone else's homework Driving without a license or permit 
Cursing Getting a ride from a drunk driver 
Disrespecting a teacher Getting a tattoo  
Ditching school early Getting into a fight with a friend 
Faking being sick to avoid going to school Going bungee jumping 
Fighting with their parents Gossiping about a friend 
Forging their parents’ signatures Having sex with multiple partners 
Hanging out with friends their parents don't 
approve of 
Having sex with someone they just met 
Hooking up with their date in a movie 
theater 
Having unprotected sex 
Ignoring their parents' phone calls or texts Hitch-hiking 
Letting a friend copy their homework Playing with fireworks 
Lying about completing chores Punching or hitting someone  
Lying to their parents about bad grades Saying mean things to their peers 
Lying to their parents about where they are 
going 
Sending a sexual text 
Picking on their siblings Skydiving 
Sneaking into somewhere off-limits Smoking a cigarette 
Sneaking out of the house Smoking marijuana 
Staying out past curfew Speeding through a yellow light in the car 
Stealing from a store Spreading a rumor at school 
Talking back to authorities Texting while driving 
Throwing a party without their parents' 
permission 




Supplemental Table 2. Correlations among random effects of adolescent, perceived parent, and 
perceived parent risk attitudes. 
 
  Self Parent Peer 
  Intercept Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Slope 
Self intercept 1 [-0.81, -0.4] [0.45, 0.9] [-0.72, -0.03] [0.65, 0.92] [-0.83, -0.42] 
Self slope -0.65 1 [-0.81, -0.19] [0.34, 0.9] [-0.84, -0.44] [0.76, 0.99] 
Parent intercept 0.75 -0.58 1 [-0.86, -0.45] [0.19, 0.71] [-0.7, -0.05] 
Parent slope -0.44 0.73 -0.71 1 [-0.63, -0.07] [0.17, 0.76] 
Peer intercept 0.83 -0.69 0.49 -0.38 1 [-0.87, -0.69] 
Peer slope -0.68 0.95 -0.43 0.52 -0.80 1 
Note. Values below the diagonal represent correlations among random effects, whereby positive 
values indicate positive correlations between random effects and negative values indicate 
negative correlations between random effects. Values above the diagonal represent 95% 
confidence intervals of corrections among random effects. Correlations among slopes of 
adolescent, perceived parent, and perceived peer risk attitudes are bolded, indicating how each 
target’s risk attitudes co-develop over time at the individual level. 
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CHAPTER 4 
STUDY 3: NEURAL SENSITIVITY TO CONFLICTING ATTITUDES SUPPORTS 




Learning how to balance being themselves and fitting in with their social group can be 
particularly challenging during adolescence, a developmental period during which the need to 
establish a unique identity coincides with the desire to find belonging within social groups 
(Steinberg & Monahan, 2007; Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). What determines if and when 
adolescents resist or conform to social pressures? When there are potential conflicts between 
their own and others’ opinions, adolescents may need to weigh the decision to stick with their 
pre-existing attitudes (i.e., resist) against the potentially beneficial effects of shifting their 
attitudes toward group norms (i.e., conform) (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). When they do conform, 
adolescents are highly attuned to the social context in which social influence unfolds, flexibly 
shifting their attitudes toward the person or behavior that is most salient for that decision context 
(Biddle et al., 1980; van Hoorn et al., 2014). Parents and peers are two important sources of 
influence that shape everyday attitudes and behaviors during adolescence, but their relative 
influence changes based on both external factors (e.g., type of behavior at hand) (Brittain, 1963; 
Sebald & White, 1980) and internal factors (e.g., personal values toward a behavior) (Padilla-
Walker & Carlo, 2007). What remains unknown, however, is the underlying neurocognitive 
                                                        
1 This chapter previously appeared as an article in Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience. The original citation is 
as follows: Do, K.T., McCormick, E.M., & Telzer, E.H. (2020). Neural sensitivity to conflicting attitudes supports 
greater conformity to positive over negative influence in early adolescence. Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience, 
45, 100837. 
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processes that guide decisions to conform across different social contexts, particularly when 
adolescents are confronted with parent and peer opinions that differ from their own.  
Prevailing conceptions of adolescence suggest conformity is monolithic and 
unidimensional, such that youth will be excessively susceptible, particularly to negative 
influences from their peers (DiGuiseppi et al., 2018; Munoz Centifanti, Modecki, Maclellan, & 
Gowling, 2014; Sumter, Bokhorst, Steinberg, & Westenberg, 2009). However, this perspective 
may be oversimplified because prior research has mostly examined social influence in isolation, 
focusing on only one type of influence or type of behavior (Choukas-Bradley, Giletta, Cohen, & 
Prinstein, 2015; Knoll et al., 2015; Widman, Choukas-Bradley, Helms, & Prinstein, 2016). In 
addition, the absence or attenuation of unconstructive behaviors (e.g., less reckless driving) is 
often conflated with the positive effects of social influence, such as the encouragement of 
constructive behaviors (e.g., driving safely in peer contexts) (Cascio, Carp, et al., 2015), with 
few studies comparing social influence on both constructive and unconstructive behaviors (but 
see Berndt, 1979). This constrains our ability to assess how conformity decisions unfold across a 
wide range of social contexts, thereby perpetuating negative stereotypes of adolescence that may 
inadvertently shape future attitudes and behaviors (Qu, Pomerantz, & Wu, 2020).  
Value-based decision making models provide a useful conceptual framework for 
understanding how conformity decisions may be driven by neural signals that encode the 
motivational value of various stimuli from the environment (Falk & Scholz, 2018; Pfeifer & 
Berkman, 2018). The brain’s valuation system, which includes the ventromedial and orbital 
subregions of the prefrontal cortex (vmPFC, OFC) and striatum, has been hypothesized to 
compute the subjective value of possible choices before determining the most valued option to 
enact in a given context (Bartra et al., 2013; Clithero & Rangel, 2014). Insofar as the decision to 
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conform represents a value-based choice, the relative value of a set of choices (e.g., conform or 
resist) is compared before selecting the choice that is most valued and consistent with the goal at 
hand. Indeed, increased activity of the ventral striatum and OFC is associated with greater value-
guided choices in adolescents relative to adults (Barkley-Levenson & Galvan, 2014) and predicts 
the extent to which adolescents adopt others’ attitudes as their own (Cascio, O’Donnell, et al., 
2015; Welborn et al., 2015). Importantly, such value-based computations vary across individuals 
and social contexts. 
The extent to which social information from others is salient to an individual’s self-
interests and social goals can change the value of conformity decisions (Falk & Scholz, 2018). 
Indeed, a recent meta-analysis found that decision making in social contexts not only robustly 
recruits the vmPFC and ventral striatum, but also the dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC), dorsal anterior 
cingulate cortex (dACC), insula/inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and, depending on the social 
context, other regions implicated in social cognition (e.g., temporoparietal junction (TPJ), 
posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS)) (van Hoorn et al., 2019). The so-called mentalizing 
brain network, which includes the dmPFC, TPJ, and pSTS, is involved in simulating the mental 
states of others (Dufour et al., 2013), with individual differences in TPJ and pSTS activation 
positively associated with adolescents’ susceptibility to peer influence across social contexts 
(Cascio, O’Donnell, et al., 2015; van Hoorn, van Dijk, Güroğlu, & Crone, 2016). The insula, 
dACC, and IFG are commonly involved in encoding the salience of internal and external cues 
that motivate and regulate behavior (Menon & Uddin, 2010), including monitoring cognitive 
inconsistencies between one’s own and others’ choices (Apps et al., 2016; Izuma, 2013). For 
example, dACC activity increases when individuals’ opinions conflict with the group opinion, 
which predicts subsequent adjustment of behavior (Berns et al., 2005; Klucharev et al., 2009). 
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Collectively, neural processes related to valuation, mentalizing, and salience monitoring may 
support how adolescents balance self- and social-relevant considerations during conformity 
decisions. 
Current Study 
The aim of the current study was to examine how conformity decisions are evaluated in 
the developing brain and unfold across social contexts, particularly when adolescents’ own 
opinions conflict with the opinions of their parents, peers, or both. We focus on early 
adolescence (12-14 years), a developmental period marked by increased susceptibility to both 
antisocial and prosocial influence (Foulkes et al., 2018; Knoll, Leung, Foulkes, & Blakemore, 
2017b), significant changes in the salience of parent and peer relationships (Steinberg & 
Silverberg, 1986), and a social reorientation of the brain that renders social contexts particularly 
salient (Blakemore & Mills, 2014; Nelson et al., 2016). To probe the neurocognitive processes 
underlying decisions to conform toward conflicting influence, early adolescents completed an 
experimental task during a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan, in which they 
were shown parent and peer attitudes that conflicted with their own attitudes and were instructed 
to indicate who they agree with. We manipulated the social influence in two ways so that we 
could examine whether participants conform (1) toward their parents’ or peers’ attitudes on 
constructive (e.g., working hard in school) versus (vs.) unconstructive (e.g., smoking a cigarette) 
behaviors and (2) when their parents and peers endorsed attitudes that reflected relatively more 
positive influence (e.g., rating “smoking a cigarette” as more bad than the participant) vs. 
negative influence (e.g., rating “smoking a cigarette” as more good than the participant). By 
measuring conformity across different types of behavior (i.e., constructive and unconstructive) 
and types of influence (i.e., positive and negative), we thus were able to capture how conformity 
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unfolds across varying social contexts, particularly when adolescents were confronted with 
conflicting influences from their parents and peers. 
Prior research suggests that the extent to which adolescents conform to parent or peer 
influences depends on the social context (Brittain, 1963; Sebald & White, 1980). For instance, 
one study found that adolescents increase their prosocial behavior following prosocial peer 
feedback and decrease their prosocial behavior following antisocial peer feedback (van Hoorn et 
al., 2014). However, no study to date has tested whether adolescents conform more frequently 
when different types of behaviors or influences are pitted against each other. Thus, while we 
hypothesized that parent and peer conformity would differ between the types of behavior (i.e., 
constructive and unconstructive) and types of influence (i.e., positive and negative), we did not 
have predictions regarding the directionality of these behavioral effects. Given neural evidence 
in adolescents (Cascio, O’Donnell, et al., 2015; Welborn et al., 2015) and adults (Klucharev et 
al., 2009) suggesting conformity may be a type of value-based decision, we hypothesized that 
greater conformity to a specific behavior or influence type would be supported by increased 
activity in neural regions associated with valuation (e.g., vmPFC, OFC, VS), mentalizing 
(dmPFC, TPJ, pSTS), and salience monitoring (e.g., dACC, insula, IFG).  
In addition to our primary focus on context-dependent differences in conformity rates, we 
explored the relative influence of parents vs. peers, particularly when both endorsed attitudes that 
conflicted with adolescents’ attitudes. The handful of studies that have compared parent and peer 
influence during adolescence have yielded inconsistent findings, with reports of no differences 
(Chassin et al., 1986; van Hoorn et al., 2018) or one source outweighing the other, for 
unconstructive behaviors (Cook et al., 2009; Sawyer & Stevenson, 2008) and constructive 
behaviors (Malonda, Llorca, Mesurado, Samper, & Vicenta Mestre, 2019) alike. To investigate 
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how adolescents reconcile opposing attitudes from both their parents and peers, we leveraged our 
unique study design to explore whether there were differences in overall rates of conformity 
toward parents’ or peers’ conflicting attitudes at the behavioral and neural level. Since we 
examined conformity decisions across different social contexts (i.e., types of behavior and 
influence), we did not have a priori hypotheses about whether parents or peers would exert a 
stronger influence on adolescent attitudes overall. Similar to the neural hypotheses above, we 
expected that conformity to a specific person would be positively associated with neural activity 
in valuation-, mentalizing- and salience monitoring-related brain regions. 
Methods 
Participants 
A total of 44 adolescents and their parents was recruited from a Midwestern community 
in the United States, but five participants were excluded: 2 had technical errors, 1 did not comply 
with task instructions, 1 had extreme ratings at the behavioral session that precluded creating 
balanced social influence manipulations for the fMRI task, and 1 had unusable fMRI data. The 
final sample included 39 adolescents (Mage=13.48 years, SDage=.63, range=12.16-14.77 years; 20 
females). The race/ethnicity of adolescent participants included White (n=17), Black/African 
American (n=8), Asian (n=3), Other (n=1), and multi-ethnic (n=3 Black/White, n=2 
Hispanic/Other, n=1 Hispanic/White, n=1 Hispanic/Black, n=1 Asian/White, n=1 Asian/Other, 
n=1 White/Other). Mothers reported their highest levels of education as high school (n=2), some 
college (n=8), college (n=16), some medical, law, or graduate school (n=1), and medical, law, or 
graduate school (n=12). All participants were free of MRI contraindications (e.g., metal in body). 
Adolescents and their parents provided written assent and consent in accordance with the 
university’s Institutional Review Board. 
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Behavioral Session 
During a behavioral session, adolescents and their parents reported their baseline attitudes 
toward everyday behaviors in which adolescents might engage (Figure 1A). Using a 10-point 
Likert scale (1=very bad, 10=very good), parents rated 100 behaviors, whereas adolescents rated 
200 behaviors to ensure there were sufficient trials to manipulate for the fMRI task (described 
below). Half of the behaviors involved constructive behaviors (e.g., school habits, healthy 
behaviors, social interactions) and half involved unconstructive behaviors (e.g., deviancy, health 
risk behaviors, aggression). Constructive behaviors comprised actions that generally have more 
desirable consequences (e.g., working hard in school) and unconstructive behaviors comprised 
actions that generally have more undesirable consequences (e.g., smoking a cigarette; Table S1). 





Figure 1. Attitude Conformity task. A) Two weeks prior to the scan, adolescents rated their 
attitudes toward everyday behaviors (in this schematic, the adolescent rating is circled for 
visualization purposes but was not shown during the task). B) During fMRI, adolescents were 
presented with opposing attitudes from their parent and peer, which were manipulated based on 
the adolescent’s original rating during the behavioral session. On Parent Conflict trials, just the 
parent’s rating conflicted from the adolescent’s but the peer’s rating matched. On Peer Conflict 
trials, just the peer’s rating conflicted from the adolescent’s but the parent’s rating matched. On 
Mutual Conflict trials, both the parent’s and peer’s ratings conflicted from the adolescent’s. 
Conformity was operationalized as choosing the person whose rating conflicted with the 
adolescent’s original rating, whereas resistance was operationalized as choosing the person 
whose rating matched the adolescent’s original rating. C) Social influence was manipulated in 
two ways: Parents and peers (1) influenced adolescents’ ratings toward unconstructive and 
constructive behaviors (i.e., type of behavior) and (2) endorsed attitudes that reflected either 
more positive or negative influence (i.e., type of influence). 
 
fMRI Session 
Participants underwent fMRI approximately two weeks after the behavioral session. 
Before the scan, participants were introduced to an age- and gender-matched peer who they were 
told was also participating in the study and had rated the same behaviors. Participants were 
shown a profile page for the peer which displayed a picture (drawn from the NIMH Child 
Emotional Faces Picture Set; (Egger et al., 2011)), information about their hobbies, and a self-
description handwritten by the peer. During a separate task, they also spoke to and heard the peer 
talk to them (van Hoorn et al., 2018). In reality, the peer was a confederate, and was not actually 
present at the scan. 
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Attitude Conformity Task 
Participants completed the Attitude Conformity task during fMRI. On each trial, 
participants first viewed a behavior they previously rated (but were not reminded of their original 
ratings) (2 s). Following a jittered inter-stimulus interval (M=2 s), participants were then shown 
their parents’ and peers’ ratings on each behavior and instructed to choose which person they 
agreed with most (maximum of 5 s). Participants pressed the left index finger when they agreed 
with their parent or right index finger when they agreed with their peer. Participants’ choices 
were self-paced, such that the task advanced to the next behavior upon participant response. 
Behaviors were presented in random order and were separated by jittered inter-trial fixation 
periods (M=2 s). Conformity was operationalized as choosing the person whose rating conflicted 
with the adolescent’s original rating, whereas resistance was operationalized as choosing the 
person whose rating was the same as the adolescent’s original rating (described below).  
In order to examine decisions to conform in the face of conflicting attitudes, we tailored 
the task to each participant based on their ratings assessed during the behavioral session. 
Although we collected the parents’ actual ratings during the behavioral session, and ostensibly 
collected peers’ ratings, such ratings were not used as we carefully manipulated the ratings to fall 
within the attitude conflict and social influence conditions described below. Of the 200 behaviors 
that participants originally rated at the behavioral session, 120 behaviors were selected for the 
fMRI task based on two criteria. First, the participant’s rating for a behavior needed to fall 
between minimum and maximum plausible ratings determined for each behavior based on pilot 
data, thereby maximizing ecological validity and checking for deviant responding (e.g., rating 
“cheating on a test” as 10=very good was outside the range of plausibility). Second, given that 
extreme ratings may be less likely to change (Lin, Qu, & Telzer, 2018), the participant’s rating 
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for a behavior could not fall at the extremes of the scale (i.e., 1 or 10), ensuring that their 
parents’ and peers’ ratings could be manipulated to be below, above, or centered at participants’ 
original ratings. Thus, the strength of participants’ original ratings was relatively moderate across 
the subset of behaviors included in the fMRI task, with a balanced distribution across 
constructive and unconstructive behaviors.  
Source of Attitude Conflict. To quantify the effect of conflicting influence, we 
manipulated parent and peer ratings in order to examine conformity when at least one of the 
influencer’s ratings conflicted with the participant’s original rating. There were three attitude 
conflict conditions that differed by the source of conflicting attitudes: Parent Conflict, Peer 
Conflict, and Mutual Conflict (Figure 1B). In the Parent Conflict condition, the peer’s rating was 
the same as the participant’s original rating and the parent’s rating differed. In the Peer Conflict 
condition, the parent’s rating was the same as the participant’s original rating and the peer’s 
rating differed. In the Mutual Conflict condition, both the peer’s rating and parent’s rating 
differed from the participant’s original rating and from each other. Given participants were 
required to conform on Mutual Conflict trials (i.e., no option to resist), this third condition served 
as a control against Parent Conflict and Peer Conflict trials. In addition, the Mutual Conflict 
condition allowed us to explore if participants conform more to their peers’ or parents’ attitudes 
on average. Importantly, how the participant’s choice on the task (i.e., parent or peer) mapped on 
to conformity depended on the attitude conflict condition. Conformity was defined as choosing 
the person whose rating conflicted with the participant’s original rating, which could either be 
the parent (Parent Conflict), the peer (Peer Conflict), or both the parent and peer (Mutual 
Conflict) (Figure 1B, “Adolescent decision to choose”). Resistance was defined as choosing the 
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person whose rating matched with the participant’s original rating, which could either be the peer 
(Parent Conflict) or parent (Peer Conflict) (Figure 1B, “Adolescent decision to choose”). 
Type of Behavior and Influence. To quantify the effect of social context, we 
manipulated social influence in two ways in order to examine conformity toward different (1) 
types of behavior (i.e., constructive and unconstructive) and (2) types of influence (i.e., positive 
and negative). First, we included an equal distribution of constructive behaviors (e.g., working 
hard in school) and unconstructive behaviors (e.g., smoking a cigarette) to examine whether 
participants conform differently based on whether their parents’ and peers’ attitudes were related 
to constructive or unconstructive behaviors (Figure 1C, “Constructive/Unconstructive 
Behaviors”). Second, we examined the extent to which participants were influenced by their 
parents and peers when they endorsed attitudes that reflected relatively more positive or negative 
influence (Figure 1C, “Positive/Negative Influence”). Positive influence was operationalized as 
the parent or peer endorsing attitudes that were relatively more positive than the participant’s 
original rating (e.g., rating a constructive behavior as more “good” along the 10-point scale than 
the participant and rating an unconstructive behavior as more “bad” along the 10-point scale than 
the participant). In contrast, negative influence was operationalized as the parent or peer 
endorsing attitudes that were relatively more negative than the participant’s original rating (e.g., 
rating a constructive behavior as more “bad” along the 10-point scale than the participant and 
rating an unconstructive behavior as more “good” along the 10-point scale than the participant). 
Notably, positive and negative influence need not be on the opposite side of the scale, but instead 
were relative to the participant’s original rating. Thus, positive influence could still be rating an 
unconstructive behavior as somewhat good (i.e., ratings above “5” or “6”) as long as it was less 
good than the participant’s original rating (and vice versa for negative influence). To create 
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positive and negative influence, parent and peer ratings were manipulated to be 1-5 points below 
or above the adolescent’s original rating, which was balanced across constructive and 
unconstructive behaviors. Positive and negative influence were examined only in the Peer 
Conflict and Parent Conflict conditions, where influence was manipulated in one direction. 
Positive and negative influence could not be examined on Mutual Conflict trials, where influence 
was manipulated in both directions.  
Overall, the task included 120 trials, which were divided equally by the attitude conflict 
condition (40 Parent Conflict trials, 40 Peer Conflict trials, 40 Mutual Conflict trials). Each 
attitude conflict condition was equally divided by type of behavior (20 constructive and 20 
unconstructive behaviors). Parent and Peer Conflict trials each included 20 positive influence 
and 20 negative influence trials. Some participants (n=9) had less balanced positive and negative 
influence trials due to their original ratings; this was mostly attributed to more extreme ratings of 
constructive behaviors at the behavioral session that made it difficult to generate additional 
positive influence (i.e., operationalized as even more positive ratings) for the fMRI session 
(n=6). To compensate, we generated additional positive or negative influence trials within the 
same behavior type (e.g., we generated more negative influence trials on constructive behaviors 
for the n=6 who had fewer positive influence trials on constructive behaviors).  
Behavioral Data Analysis 
Two generalized linear mixed-effects models were fitted to trial-by-trial choices on the 
Attitude Conformity fMRI task. All statistical models were estimated using the GLIMMIX 
procedure in SAS 9.4. For interpretation, unstandardized model estimates (log-odds) were 
converted to odds-ratios and predicted probabilities. 
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Type of Behavior Analysis 
First, we tested how the probability of conforming or resisting changes as a function of 
the type of behavior. Given the person whose rating conflicted or matched the participant’s 
rating varied across the three attitude conflict conditions (Figure 1B, “Adolescent decision to 
choose”), the dichotomous choice to endorse the peer’s rating vs. parent’s rating was used as the 
dependent variable in this model. Primary analyses focused on examining differences in aligning 
with the person whose attitude conflicted with (i.e., conformity) or matched (i.e., resistance) the 
participant’s original attitude on the Peer Conflict and Parent Conflict conditions. In addition, we 
conducted exploratory analyses to test overall differences in aligning with peers vs. parents on 
the Mutual Conflict condition, where conformity was forced given both the parent’s and peer’s 
attitudes conflicted with the participant’s original attitude. We estimated the following equation: 
𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑟45) = 	𝛾99 +	𝛾;9𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒45 + 	𝛾&9𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡45
+ 𝛾G9𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡45 + 𝛾J9𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡45
+ 𝛾M9𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡45 +	𝑢95  
The dichotomous choice to endorse the peer’s rating or parent’s rating (1=peer, 0=parent) 
on a particular trial (i) for a particular adolescent (j) was modeled as a function of the following 
independent variables: the attitude conflict condition, type of behavior, and their respective 
interaction terms. The attitude conflict condition was entered with two dummy variables 
(1=ParentConflict, Other=0; 1=PeerConflict, Other=0) with Mutual Conflict omitted as the 
reference group. The type of behavior was coded as one dummy variable (1=Unconstructive, 
0=Constructive). A random intercept was included to account for between-person variation in 
baseline propensity of choosing peer over parent. We specified a Bernoulli response distribution 
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for the binary outcome and a logit link function to relate the predicted outcome to the linear 
predictors, with probability values restricted to (0, 1).  
Type of Influence Analysis 
In a separate generalized linear mixed-effects model, we tested how the probability of 
conforming or resisting differs as a function of the type of influence. Given that adolescents were 
forced to conform on Mutual Conflict trials (i.e., there was no option to resist), this analysis was 
constrained to Parent Conflict and Peer Conflict trials (80 total per participant). To focus on 
conformity decisions, the participant’s choice on the task (i.e., peer or parent) was recoded to 
“conformity” (i.e., chose peer on Peer Conflict trials and chose parent on Parent Conflict trials) 
and “resistance” (i.e., chose parent on Peer Conflict trials and chose peer on Parent Conflict 
trials). The dichotomous choice to conform toward vs. resist choosing the person with conflicting 
ratings was used as the dependent variable in this model. We estimated the following equation: 
𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚45) = 	 𝛾99 + 𝛾;9𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒45 + 𝛾&9𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒45 +	𝑢95  
The dichotomous choice to conform to or resist the person with conflicting ratings 
(1=conform, 0=resist) on a particular trial (i) for a particular adolescent (j) was modeled as a 
function of two independent variables: the difference between the parent’s rating and the 
adolescent’s original rating (ParentPositive) and the difference between the peer’s rating and the 
adolescent’s original rating (PeerPositive). The parent and peer difference scores on 
unconstructive behaviors were reverse coded, so that, for unconstructive and constructive 
behaviors alike, higher scores indicate higher positive influence and lower scores indicate higher 
negative influence. A random intercept was included to account for between-person variation in 
baseline propensity of choosing to conform over resist. We specified a Bernoulli response 
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distribution for the binary outcome and a logit link function to relate the predicted outcome to the 
linear predictors, with probability values restricted to (0, 1).  
fMRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 
 Imaging data were collected using a 3 Tesla Siemens Magnetom Trio MRI scanner. The 
scan consisted of T2*-weighted echoplanar images (EPI; slice thickness=3 mm; 38 slices; TR=2 
s; TE=25 ms; matrix=92x92; FOV=230 mm; voxel size=2.5x2.5x3 mm3). Structural scans were 
also acquired, including a T1* magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo 
(MPRAGE; 192 slices; TR=1.9 s; TE=2.32 ms; FOV= 230 mm; matrix=256x256; sagittal 
acquisition plane; slice thickness=.9 mm) and a T2*-weighted, matched-bandwidth (MBW), high 
resolution anatomical scan (38 slices; TR=4 s; TE=64 ms; FOV=230 mm; matrix=192x192; slice 
thickness=3 mm). To maximize brain coverage and reduce signal drop-out in orbital and 
temporal regions, MBW and EPI images were acquired at an oblique axial orientation. 
 Preprocessing steps were completed utilizing the FMRIB Software Library (FSL v6.0). 
Preprocessing included: skull stripping of all structural and functional images using BET; slice-
to-slice head motion correction using MCFLIRT; sequential co-registration of EPI images to the 
MBW, MPRAGE, and standard stereotactic space defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute 
(MNI) and the International Consortium for Brain Mapping using FLIRT; removing low 
frequency drift across the EPI time-series using high-pass temporal filtering with a 128s cutoff; 
and spatial smoothing using a 6mm Gaussian kernel, full-width-at-half maximum. Independent 
component analysis (ICA) were performed on the individual level using MELODIC combined 
with an automated component classifier (Tohka et al., 2008) (Neyman-Pearson threshold=.3) in 
order to remove artifact signal (e.g. motion, physiological noise) from the functional data. 
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fMRI Data Analysis 
The Attitude Conformity fMRI task was modeled as an event-related design using the 
Statistical Parametric Mapping software package (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). In parallel with the behavioral analyses, we 
specified two separate individual level, fixed-effects models. Across both models, covariates of 
non-interest included: six motion parameters; volumes containing excessive motion (i.e., greater 
than 2 mm slice-to-slice movement along any axis); and the periods where the behavior was 
presented without the ratings (duration=2 sec). All adolescents had less than 2mm slice-to-slice 
head motion on >95% of total volumes. The jittered inter-stimulus and inter-trial periods were 
not modeled and therefore served as an implicit baseline for the task conditions of interest.  
Type of Behavior Analysis 
First, we examined the effects of unconstructive and constructive behaviors at the whole-
brain level. Six conditions of interest were defined based on the three attitude conflict conditions 
(Parent Conflict, Peer Conflict, Mutual Conflict), each modeled separately for unconstructive 
and constructive behaviors. Participants’ dichotomous choice of peer or parent on a given trial 
(1=peer, 0=parent) was included as a parametric modulator for the six conditions to identify 
brain regions that differentially respond to endorsing peer vs. parent attitudes. Given the person 
whose attitude conflicted with the participant’s attitude could either be the peer (Peer Conflict) or 
the parent (Parent Conflict), this PM was used to examine neural differences in aligning with the 
person whose attitude conflicted with (i.e., conformity) or matched (i.e., resistance) the 
participant’s original attitude on the Peer Conflict and Parent Conflict condition. In addition to 
our primary analyses, we performed exploratory analyses to test for neural differences in 
aligning with peer attitudes (i.e., peer conformity) or parent attitudes (i.e., parent conformity) on 
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the Mutual Conflict condition, where conformity was forced as both parents and peers endorsed 
attitudes that conflicted with the participant’s original attitudes. Events were modeled using the 
onset of each event, with a duration equal to participants’ response time to make a decision on 
that trial.  
Type of Influence Analysis 
Next, we examined the effects of positive and negative influence at the whole-brain level. 
Four conditions of interest were defined based on the type of influence (negative influence, 
positive influence), modeled separately for parents (i.e., Parent Conflict trials) and peers (i.e., 
Peer Conflict trials). Mutual Conflict trials—in which adolescents were forced to conform (i.e., 
there was no choice to resist)—were modeled as a separate condition of non-interest. The 
absolute value of the difference between the influencer’s rating and adolescent’s original rating 
(range: 1 to 5) was included as a parametric modulator for the four conditions to identify brain 
regions that track increases in the level of positive and negative influence. Events were modeled 
using the onset of each trial, with a duration equal to participants’ response time to make a 
decision on that trial. Our events of interest in this model did not separately model the choice 
(i.e., conform or resist), but instead focused on the entire decision phase of each trial. Finally, to 
test how neural tracking of the level of negative vs. positive influence is associated with overall 
rates of conformity, we conducted a whole-brain, regression analysis at the group level using the 
average frequency of conformity on negative vs. positive influence trials as a regressor. 
 All individual subject contrasts of interest were submitted to random-effects, group-level 
analyses at the whole-brain level in GLMFlex 
(http://mrtools.mgh.harvard.edu/index.php/GLM_Flex), corrected for multiple comparisons. 
Specifically, we ran a Monte Carlo simulation using the updated version (April, 2016) of the 
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3dFWHMx and 3dClustSim programs from the AFNI software package (Ward, 2000) for each 
group-level contrast of interest. The simulation resulted in a minimum cluster size threshold 
ranging from 82-142 voxels across all contrasts of interest in the Type of Behavior Analysis and 
86-129 voxels across all contrasts of interest in the Type of Influence Analysis at the whole brain 
level, both corresponding to p<.05, Family-Wise Error (FWE) corrected given a voxel-wise 
threshold of p<.005. All results are available on NeuroVault (Gorgolewski et al., 2015) (see 
https://neurovault.org/collections/QCNBXGZR/). 
Results 
Conformity Toward Unconstructive and Constructive Behaviors 
Behavioral Results  
To examine the effect of type of behavior, we tested the probability of conforming to 
conflicting attitudes toward unconstructive and constructive behaviors on Parent Conflict and 
Peer Conflict trials vs. Mutual Conflict trials. Descriptively, participants had above-chance rates 
(i.e., confidence interval (CI) does not include 50%) of resisting than conforming to conflicting 
attitudes (Figure 2A). Participants only had a 34.8% mean probability of conforming (i.e., 
choosing parent) on Parent Conflict trials (95% CI [30.5%, 39.3%]) and a 38.8% mean 
probability of conforming (i.e., choosing peer) on Peer Conflict trials (95% CI [34.3%, 43.5%]). 
These results suggest that adolescents are overall more likely to resist than conform when either 
parents or peers endorsed attitudes that conflicted with adolescents’ personal attitudes.  
When they did conform, participants conformed selectively based on the source of 
attitude conflict and type of behavior (Table 1). As shown in Figure 2A, participants were 
significantly less likely to conform to their parent on Parent Conflict trials (34.8% mean 
probability; 95% CI [30.5%, 39.3%]) compared to Mutual Conflict trials (52.9% mean 
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probability; 95% CI [48.2%, 57.6%]). In other words, participants were less likely to conform to 
their parents when they shared similar attitudes with their peers (Parent Conflict), but had no 
preference for either person (i.e., conformed at chance) when they disagreed with both parents 
and peers (Mutual Conflict). There was no interaction with the type of behavior, suggesting that 
participants were equally likely to conform to their parents’ attitudes toward unconstructive and 
constructive behaviors.  
In contrast, conformity to peer attitudes depended on the type of behavior. As shown in 
Figure 2B, on Peer Conflict trials, participants were significantly less likely to conform to their 
peers’ attitudes toward unconstructive behaviors (31.8% mean probability; 95% CI [27.7%, 
36.2%]) than constructive behaviors (38.8% mean probability; 95% CI [34.3% 43.5%]). Thus, 
despite generally resisting conformity (i.e., choosing their parent) when their peers’ attitudes 
conflicted with their own, participants were more likely conform to their peers’ attitudes toward 
constructive over unconstructive behaviors when they did conform.   
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Figure 2. Behavioral effects of type of behavior. A) Adolescents were less likely to conform to 
their parents’ attitudes (i.e., chose parent) on Parent Conflict trials compared to Mutual Conflict 
trials, regardless of the type of behavior. B) Conformity to peers’ attitudes (i.e., chose peer) on 
Peer Conflict trials depended on the type of behavior, such that adolescents were more likely to 
conform to their peers’ attitudes toward constructive than unconstructive behaviors. 
Note: Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Decisions (i.e., probability of choosing 
peer or parent) that occurred significantly above or below chance level (i.e., 50% probability)  
are denoted by significance stars above the condition, and decisions that varied across conditions 
are denoted with a significance bar. ***p<.001, **p<.01.  
 
fMRI Results  
Given differences at the behavioral level (i.e., conforming more to constructive than 
unconstructive behaviors) for Peer Conflict trials, but no differences by the type of behavior for 
Parent Conflict trials, analyses examining neural differences during conformity decisions toward 
unconstructive vs. constructive behaviors focused on Peer Conflict trials (Unconstructive Peer 
Conflict>Constructive Peer Conflict). Participants showed greater activation in the vmPFC, 
dACC, insula, IFG, caudate, and hippocampus when conforming to their peers’ attitudes toward 
unconstructive relative to constructive behaviors (Table 2; Figure 3A). For descriptive purposes, 
we extracted parameter estimates of neural activity from two of these regions, the vmPFC and 
dACC, separately for Unconstructive Peer Conflict and Constructive Peer Conflict trials. As 
shown in Figure 3B-C, participants exhibited increases in vmPFC and dACC activity when 
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conforming to their peers’ attitudes toward unconstructive behaviors, whereas they showed 
decreases in vmPFC and dACC activity when conforming to their peers’ attitudes toward 
constructive behaviors (similar patterns were found in the other significant regions). No brain 
regions were more activated when conforming to peers’ attitudes toward constructive vs. 
unconstructive behaviors. See Table S2 for a complete list of significant regions to all conditions 




Figure 3. Neural responses during peer conformity to unconstructive relative to constructive 
behaviors. A) Whole-brain results for the Unconstructive Peer Conflict > Constructive Peer 
Conflict contrast. Adolescents exhibited parametric increases in the B) ventromedial prefrontal 
cortex (vmPFC) and C) dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), and several other regions, 
during peer conformity toward unconstructive behaviors, whereas they showed decreases in 
these regions during peer conformity toward constructive behaviors.  
 
 
Conformity Toward Negative and Positive Influence 
Behavioral Results  
We next compared whether conformity changes as a function of the extent to which 
parents and peers endorsed negative and positive influence. Participants were more likely to 
conform when they encountered more positive than negative influence, an effect that was similar 
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across parents and peers (Table 3; Figure 4A-B). These results suggest participants selectively 
conform in contexts where their parents and peers endorsed more positive than negative 
influence. 
 
Figure 4. Behavioral effects of type of influence. The mean probability of conformity is shown 
at -1 SD (i.e., negative influence) and +1 SD (i.e., positive influence) from the mean level of 
influence. Adolescents were more likely to conform when their A) parents and B) peers endorsed 
more positive influence than negative influence relative to what participants originally reported.  
Note: Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Decisions (i.e., conform or resist) that 
occurred significantly above or below chance level are denoted by significance stars above the 
condition, and decisions that varied across conditions are denoted with a significance bar. 
***p<.001. 
 
fMRI Results  
Given no differences between parent and peer influence at the behavioral level, we 
collapsed across Parent Conflict and Peer Conflict trials in order to compare neural regions that 
track the level of negative vs. positive influence when participants considered whether to 
conform (Negative Influence>Positive Influence). Results revealed that participants exhibited 
greater activation in the TPJ when they considered conforming to relatively more negative 
influence than positive influence (see Table 4 for complete list of regions). For descriptive 
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purposes, parameter estimates of TPJ activity were extracted separately for Negative Influence 
and Positive Influence trials. As shown in Figure 5, participants exhibited parametric increases in 
TPJ activation when they considered conforming to relatively more negative influence, with no 
changes in TPJ activation when they considered conforming to relatively more positive 
influence.  
 To test whether the neural tracking of negative vs. positive influence predicted individual 
differences in average rates of conformity, we calculated a difference score between participants’ 
average frequency of conformity to negative and positive influence, such that higher scores 
reflect greater conformity to negative influence. Difference scores were entered as a regressor in 
a whole-brain regression analysis on the Negative Influence>Positive Influence contrast. Results 
show that when deciding whether to conform to increasingly negative over positive influence, 
activation in the right pSTS (xyz=64, -36, -8, t=3.35, k=214) was associated with a lower 
frequency of conforming to negative over positive influence. For descriptive purposes, parameter 
estimates of pSTS activity were extracted and plotted against the frequency of conformity (see 
Figure 5B). No other brain regions were correlated with the frequency of conformity toward 




Figure 5. Neural responses during conformity to negative vs. positive influence. A) Whole-brain 
analyses revealed there were parametric increases in TPJ activation when adolescents considered 
conforming to relatively more negative influence and no parametric changes in TPJ activation 
when they considered conforming to relatively more positive influence. B) A whole-brain 
regression analysis with the average frequency of conformity revealed adolescents who exhibited 
greater posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) activation when considering relatively more 
negative vs. positive influence had lower rates of conformity toward negative vs. positive 
influence.  
 
Conformity Toward Peers and Parents 
Behavioral Results 
In addition to the primary analyses on the type of behavior and type of influence, we 
explored whether there were differences in conforming to parents vs. peers on Mutual Conflict 
trials. Exploratory analyses testing whether adolescents conformed more than chance level (i.e., 
CI does not include 50%) to peers compared to parents revealed that adolescents had a 47.1% 
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probability of selecting their peer over parent on Mutual Conflict trials (95% CI [42.4%, 51.8%]; 
Figure 2A). These results suggest that, within adolescents, peers do not have a larger effect than 
parents when both parents and peers endorsed attitudes that conflicted with the adolescents’ 
original attitudes. 
fMRI Results 
At the neural level, we explored overall differences between the neural correlates of 
conformity to peer vs. parent attitudes on Mutual Conflict trials (Peer Conformity>Parent 
Conformity). Exploratory analyses at the whole-brain level suggest adolescents showed greater 
activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) (xyz=-32 50 24; t=3.53; k=183), 
OFC (xyz=-26 28 -16; t=4.39; k=191), pSTS extending into posterior insula (xyz=-50 -34 8; 
t=3.57; k=313), putamen (xyz=-32 -14 0; t=6.30; k=622), and cuneus (xyz=16 -92 28; t=3.51; 
k=983) when they conformed to their peer over parent. No brain regions showed greater 
activation during conformity to parent over peer influence. 
Discussion 
 The goal of the current study was to examine whether adolescents change their opinions 
when confronted with conflicting attitudes from their parents and peers, and the neural 
mechanisms underlying conformity decisions across social influence contexts. In general, 
adolescents were more likely to resist than conform when confronted with opposing attitudes 
from others. When they did conform, adolescents were more likely to conform to their peers’ 
attitudes toward constructive than unconstructive behaviors as well as when their peers and 
parents endorsed relatively more positive than negative influence. Exploratory analyses suggest 
peer influence did not outweigh parent influence overall. Neural responses in brain regions 
associated with valuation (e.g., vmPFC, subregions of the striatum), mentalizing (e.g., TPJ, 
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pSTS), and salience monitoring (e.g., dACC, insula, IFG) may be associated with context-
dependent differences in parent and peer conformity. Collectively, these findings suggest that 
early adolescents may balance self- and social-related considerations differently across social 
contexts, which in turn guide decisions to conform to the conflicting attitudes of their parents and 
peers. 
Overall, adolescents were less likely to conform when their parent or peer endorsed 
attitudes that conflicted with their personal attitudes, sticking with their pre-existing attitudes 
65% of the time. These results suggest adolescents hold relatively consistent attitudes toward a 
behavior even when they conflict with others’ attitudes. During early adolescence, youth become 
less willing to engage in behaviors that are inconsistent with their identity (Krieger et al., 2013) 
and start to show improvements in their ability to resist peer influence (Steinberg & Monahan, 
2007). Consistent with prior work, our findings highlight the importance of adolescents’ personal 
attitudes in buffering against conformity, such that youth are able to stand firm in their own 
attitudes even when confronted with opposing attitudes from parents or peers.  
Conformity Toward Unconstructive and Constructive Behavior 
 When they did conform, adolescents were generally selective in who they conformed to 
depending on the social influence context. Whereas adolescents conformed to their parents’ 
attitudes toward constructive and unconstructive behaviors at similar rates, they conformed to 
their peers’ attitudes toward constructive behaviors more than unconstructive behaviors. 
Behavioral findings suggest that, when confronted with conflicting attitudes, adolescents may 
similarly incorporate their parents’ conflicting attitudes toward constructive and unconstructive 
behaviors, but differentially evaluate and adopt their peers’ conflicting attitudes based on the 
type of behavior.  
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 According to a theoretical review that recasts conformity as a value-based decision (Falk 
& Scholz, 2018), valuation processes in the brain, with input from brain regions associated with 
salience monitoring and mentalizing, play a central role in encoding and responding to social 
influence. Consistent with this perspective, our neural results indicate that the vmPFC and 
striatum, brain regions associated with valuation (Bartra et al., 2013), and the dACC, insula, and 
IFG, brain regions implicated in salience monitoring (Menon & Uddin, 2010), show different 
activation patterns during conformity to conflicting peer opinions based on the type of behavior 
under consideration. Contrary to hypotheses, neural activity in these brain regions show 
decreases (rather than increases) during conformity to peers’ attitudes toward constructive 
behaviors. These neural results were surprising given that rates of peer conformity were higher 
for attitudes toward constructive behaviors than unconstructive behaviors. Expected increases in 
brain regions implicated in value and salience monitoring were found only when adolescents 
conformed to peers’ attitudes toward unconstructive behaviors. Although brain regions 
implicated in valuation and salience monitoring have been linked to conformity toward diverging 
group opinions, the direction of neural activity within these regions remains inconsistent between 
adult and adolescent samples (Falk & Scholz, 2018). In adults, it has been proposed that, similar 
to reinforcement learning in social contexts, a polarized response within brain regions associated 
with value and salience monitoring signals the need to update one’s own preferences to align 
with group norms (Klucharev et al., 2009). In adolescents, however, increased activity in the 
brain’s value system, among other cortical regions, is associated with greater conformity, with 
salience-related brain regions surprisingly not reported (Cascio, O’Donnell, et al., 2015; Welborn 
et al., 2015). Our findings suggest that, when peers endorse diverging attitudes toward 
constructive behaviors, increased peer conformity in early adolescence may be supported by a 
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downregulation of both value- and salience-related brain regions. Alternatively, increased 
activity in brain regions associated with valuation and salience monitoring may underlie the 
deterrence of peer conformity toward unconstructive behaviors, a finding reported in adults that 
is thought to indicate the increased salience of nonconformity to group norms (Berns et al., 2005; 
Tomlin, Nedic, Prentice, Holmes, & Cohen, 2013). Collectively, these data replicate and extend 
prior research on adolescent conformity to conflicting peer opinions, suggesting that valuation 
processes in the brain are modulated by the type of behavior being influenced and highlighting 
the added role of salience-related signals in motivating peer conformity. 
Conformity Toward Negative and Positive Influence 
Adolescents’ decision to conform also depended on the extent to which their parents and 
peers endorsed relatively more positive or negative influence. When parents and peers endorsed 
relatively more positive attitudes than the adolescents’ original attitudes (i.e., positive influence), 
adolescents were more likely to conform by adopting the opposing attitudes of others. However, 
when parents and peers endorsed relatively more negative attitudes than the adolescents’ original 
attitudes (i.e., negative influence), adolescents were more likely to stick with their pre-existing 
attitudes and resist conformity. These findings build upon prior work showing adolescents 
conform to their peers in both positive and negative directions (van Hoorn et al., 2016, 2014), 
and add to this literature by demonstrating that when confronted with both types of influence 
simultaneously, positive influence may outweigh negative influence in early adolescence, 
whether it be from parents or peers.  
At the neural level, adolescents exhibited parametric increases in TPJ activation when 
considering higher levels of negative influence from parents and peers, but showed no changes in 
TPJ activation when considering higher levels of positive influence. Furthermore, adolescents 
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who exhibited greater pSTS activation when considering relatively more negative vs. positive 
influence showed lower average conformity to negative over positive influence. Prior studies in 
adolescents have demonstrated that conflict with the group opinion is associated with increased 
activity in mentalizing-related regions, including the TPJ and pSTS, and higher rates of 
conformity (Cascio, O’Donnell, et al., 2015; Welborn et al., 2015), which the authors interpreted 
to reflect the added mentalizing resources needed to understand and incorporate others’ opinions 
when they deviate from one’s own opinions. Surprisingly, we find no changes in TPJ activity 
during conformity to positive influences despite higher rates of conformity to positive over 
negative influences. Similar to comparisons between different types of behavior, expected 
increases in neural activity in mentalizing-related brain regions were found only when 
adolescents conformed to negative influences. These data provide converging evidence that 
mentalizing brain systems play a significant role in shaping adolescent conformity. Greater 
mentalizing resources may be needed particularly when parents and peers endorse more negative 
than positive influences on adolescent attitudes, perhaps because such attitude discrepancies are 
more uncommon, ultimately rendering adolescents less susceptible to conforming toward 
negative influence.  
Conformity Toward Peers and Parents  
Exploratory analyses comparing parent to peer conformity revealed adolescents were 
equally likely to conform to their parents and peers when both endorsed attitudes that conflicted 
with the adolescents’ attitudes (i.e., on Mutual Conflict trials). These results challenge prior 
research showing that one source of influence typically outweighs the other in adolescence 
(Biddle et al., 1980; Deutsch, Wood, & Slutske, 2017; Utech & Hoving, 1969) and suggest that, 
even when they endorse opposing attitudes, parents and peers exert a similar influence on 
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attitudes toward everyday behaviors in early adolescence. Indiscriminate patterns of conformity 
toward peers and parents may have stemmed from the increased difficulty of resolving conflict 
between their own attitudes and those of multiple sources of influence. At the neural level, 
adolescents showed increased recruitment of several striatal and cortical brain regions, including 
the putamen, OFC, pSTS, and dlPFC, when conforming to their peers’ over parents’ attitudes 
when both endorsed attitudes that conflicted with the adolescents’ pre-existing attitudes. Value-
based decision making models underscore that value signals in the striatum and ventral 
prefrontal cortex (including its orbital subregion) regulate a wide range of motivated behaviors, 
with self- and social-relevant considerations as key inputs to how the value of competing choices 
are evaluated (Baek & Falk, 2018; Pfeifer & Berkman, 2018). In contrast to the more social 
cognitive functions of the pSTS, the dlPFC is commonly implicated in self-control and goal-
directed behavior, primarily for its role in regulating value signals assigned to competing choices 
(Hare, Camerer, & Rangel, 2009; Miller & Cohen, 2001). Despite similar rates of attitude 
conformity to parents and peers, neural results suggest that brain regions associated with value, 
mentalizing, and self-control differentially support conformity to peers relative to parents in 
early adolescence. 
Limitations and Future Directions 
A major strength of this study is its ability to assess the range of susceptibility to 
conflicting attitudes across social contexts within adolescents. However, a few limitations should 
be noted. First, the generalizability of the current results to broader populations may be limited 
due to a relatively small sample size and recruitment of typically developing youth from higher 
socioeconomic backgrounds. In addition, the effects of peer and parent influence may be 
confounded by potential differences in the closeness of relationship (e.g., known parent vs. 
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unknown peer) or the motivational relevance of the social actors employed in the current study 
(e.g., individual peer vs. peer group). Exploratory analysis comparing peers and parents revealed 
no behavioral differences in conformity, suggesting that the source of influence (parent/peer) 
may not be confounded with the known/unknown nature of these social relationships. Further, 
social influence manipulations were contingent on participants’ original ratings, which 
unfortunately resulted in less balanced designs for some participants. Although linear mixed-
effects models allow for unbalanced designs (Schielzeth & Nakagawa, 2013), future research 
should better optimize experimental conditions in order to appropriately disentangle the role of 
relational vs. contextual factors in motivating attitude change, and explore its durability or 
subsequent effects on modifying behavior in adolescence.  
Second, because the binary-choice task forced participants to agree with either their 
parent or peer, it is unclear whether the decision to choose the person whose attitude matched 
their original attitude is the same psychological process as resisting conflicting influence. 
Nevertheless, results indicate that adolescents did not always align themselves with the person 
whose attitudes matched their own, or make decisions arbitrarily (i.e., chance levels) or based on 
social preferences (i.e., greater conformity to the same person across conditions). Rather, 
participants’ decision to align themselves with the person whose attitudes differed from their 
own depended on the type of behavior and influence, highlighting the importance of the social 
context in which conformity decisions unfold during adolescence.  
Finally, longitudinal research is needed to explore if and how these conformity patterns 
change across adolescence. Prior work suggests that developmental trajectories of parent or peer 
conformity vary significantly as a function of the type of behavior (Berndt, 1979), albeit this 
research has neither examined the simultaneous influence of parents vs. peers nor considered the 
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role of adolescents’ personal attitudes. Although future empirical work is warranted, one 
hypothesis is that known peaks in risk-taking behaviors during late adolescence (age 18-21) 
confer developmental shifts toward greater influence of peers over parents or greater 
susceptibility to the effects of negative over positive influence.  
In conclusion, our study challenges many prevailing conceptions of adolescence as a time 
of excessive conformity to negative influence. We demonstrate that adolescence may be a time 
when youth are able to stand firm in their own attitudes rather than blindly conforming to the 
opposing attitudes of others; a time when peers exert a stronger influence on adolescents’ 
attitudes toward constructive than unconstructive behaviors; and a time when positive influence 
is stronger than negative influence from both parents and peers.  
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Table 1. Generalized linear mixed-effects analysis on type of behavior 
 
 Est. SE t test p OR PP 
Fixed effects       
Intercept -.12 .10 t(38) = -1.20 .24 .89 .47 
Unconstructive Behavior .08 .10 t(4601) = .79 .43 1.09 .52 
Parent Conflict .75 .11 t(4601) = 7.01 <.000 2.11 .68 
Peer Conflict -.34 .10 t(4601) = -3.24 .001 .71 .42 
Unconstructive Behavior × Parent Conflict  -.16 .15 t(4601) = -1.07 .28 .85 .46 
Unconstructive Behavior × Peer Conflict  -.39 .15 t(4601) = -2.60 .01 .68 .40 
       
Random effect       
Participant effect .16 .04     
Table shows the regression coefficient estimates (Est. represents the log-odds (logit) of choosing 
peers vs. parents; converted to odds ratio (OR) and predicted probability (PP) for interpretation), 
standard error (SE), t values, and p values from a generalized linear mixed effects analysis. 
Dependent variable: 1=peer, 0=parent. Independent variables: behavior type (1=unconstructive, 
0=constructive) and attitude conflict condition (dummy-coded; Parent Conflict and Peer 
Conflict, with Mutual Conflict omitted as the reference group). A log likelihood ratio test 
confirmed that the inclusion of independent variables significantly improved model fit from the 
unconditional (i.e., no predictors) random-intercept model (χ2(5)=264.92, p<.000). The random 
intercept for participants was significant (b=.14, SE=.04, p<.001), suggesting that there is 
significant between-person variability in the average probability of choosing peers over parents. 
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Table 2. Whole-brain condition effects by type of behavior  
 
Contrast and Region R/L BA x y z t k 
Unconstructive Peer Conflict > Constructive Peer Conflict  
   Ventromedial prefrontal cortex L 11 -6 38 -12 4.80 1325 a 
   Inferior frontal gyrus L 47 -44 32 -8 3.55 a 
   Insula R  28 8 -12 3.21 315 
   Dorsal anterior cingulate cortex   14 36 26 4.44 229 
   Caudate R  12 10 22 3.66 200 
   Hippocampus R  28 -24 -10 3.71 142 
Note: L and R refer to left and right hemispheres; BA refers to Brodmann area of peak voxel; k 
refers to the number of voxels in each significant cluster; t refers to peak activation level in each 
cluster; and x, y, and z refer to MNI coordinates. fMRI results are reported at p<.005, with a 
corrected cluster size of 128 contiguous voxels. We included adolescents’ binary choice of peer 
or parent as a parametric modulator (PM; peer=1, parent=0), which identified neural activity in 
regions that showed differences between conformity (i.e., chose peer) vs. resistance (i.e., chose 
parent) decisions on Peer Conflict trials. 
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Table 3. Generalized linear mixed-effects analysis on type of influence  
 
 Est. SE t test p OR PP 
Fixed effects       
Intercept -.57 .06 t(38) = -9.57 <.000 .57 .36 
Parent Positive Influence .11 .02 t(3049) = 5.01 <.000  1.12 .53 
Peer Positive Influence .14 .02 t(3049) = 6.30 <.000 1.15 .54 
       
Random effect       
Participant effect .08 .03     
Table shows the regression coefficient estimates (Est. represents the log-odds (logit) of 
conforming vs.  resisting; converted to odds ratio (OR) and predicted probability (PP) for 
enhanced interpretation), standard error (SE), t values, and p values from a generalized linear 
mixed effects analysis. Dependent variable: 1=conform, 0=resist. Independent variables: type of 
influence condition (Parent Positive Influence and Peer Positive Influence; recoded so that higher 
values reflect higher positive influence and lower values reflect higher negative influence). A log 
likelihood ratio test confirmed that the inclusion of the independent variables significantly 
improved model fit from the unconditional (i.e., no predictors) random-intercept model 
(χ2(2)=65.47, p<.000). The random intercept for participants was significant (b=.07, SE=.03, 
p=.01), suggesting that there is significant between-person variability in the average probability 
of conforming over resisting influence. 
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Table 4. Whole-brain condition effects by type of influence 
Anatomical Region R/L BA x y z t k 
Negative Influence > Positive Influence       
   Temporoparietal junction L  -50 -74 22 3.31 179 
   Cuneus R 18 -4 -90 22 4.02 138 
Note: L and R refer to left and right hemispheres; BA refers to Brodmann area of peak voxel; k 
refers to the number of voxels in each significant cluster; t refers to peak activation level in each 
cluster; and x, y, and z refer to MNI coordinates. fMRI results are reported at p<.005, with a 
corrected cluster size of 100 contiguous voxels. We included the absolute value of the difference 
between the participant’s and the influencer’s ratings as a parametric modulator (PM; range: 1-







Supplemental Table 1. Behaviors presented in the Attitude Conformity task 
 
Constructive Behaviors Unconstructive Behaviors 
Refusing a cigarette from a friend Driving without a license or permit 
Bicycling with a helmet Drinking alcohol at a party 
Exercising Driving in a car without a seatbelt 
Always wearing a seatbelt in a car Going to a party with alcohol 
Refusing to drink alcohol at a party  Hanging out with people who use drugs 
Taking vitamins Racing cars in the street 
Saving their allowance for something 
important 
Going bungee jumping 
Brushing their teeth twice a day Cheating on a boyfriend or girlfriend 
Drinking plenty of water everyday Having unprotected sex 
Ignoring their phone while driving Having sex with someone they just met 
Reading a book for fun Eating lots of junk food 
Setting goals for their future Sunbathing without wearing sunscreen 
Trying to eat healthy Speeding through a yellow light in the car 
Asking for a ride instead of drunk-driving Smoking a cigarette 
Eating a healthy breakfast every morning Smoking marijuana 
Limiting distractions while driving Driving over the speed limit 
Lowering music while driving Texting while driving 
Wearing a life jacket in a boat Riding a bike without wearing a helmet 
Going to bed early Skydiving 
Staying a virgin Getting a tattoo  
Standing up to a bully Getting body piercings from a friend 
Playing individual sports Playing with fireworks 
Running a marathon Getting a ride from a drunk driver 
Inviting a new kid at school to hang out Hitch-hiking 
Sitting with an unpopular kid at lunch Getting into a fist fight 
Refusing to make fun of a kid at school Walking alone in an unsafe area 
Listening to a friend in need Going skinny dipping 
Keeping a friend's secret Taking steroids 
Doing what they think is right, even if their 
friends don't agree 
Watching pornography 
Standing up for a kid who's being picked on 
at school 
Sending a sexual text 
Supporting their friends at important events Driving after drinking alcohol 
Letting a friend borrow something Having sex with multiple partners 
Helping a friend who asks for it Playing drinking games 
Tutoring a friend who needs help Mixing drugs and alcohol 
Reaching out to make a new friend Saying mean things to their peers 
Comforting an upset friend Lying to a friend 
Complimenting a friend Spreading a rumor at school 
Eating fruits and vegetables Getting into a fight with a friend 
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Avoiding fast food restaurants Dating someone they only know online 
Always telling the truth Repeatedly picking on a kid at school 
Flossing their teeth every day Gossiping about a friend 
Eating a healthy snack instead of chips or 
candy 
Punching or hitting someone  
Respecting their parents Going whitewater rafting in dangerous 
conditions 
Talking with parents about school Walking through a dark alley at night 
Helping around the house without being 
asked 
Not getting enough sleep 
Helping parents cook dinner Setting fires 
Helping clean the house Fighting with their parents 
Telling their parents who they are hanging out 
with 
Running away from home 
Helping take care of their grandparents Lying to their parents about where they are 
going 
Helping their siblings with their homework Sneaking out of the house 
Spending time at home with their family Stealing money from their parents 
Running errands for their family Taking their parents' alcohol 
Spending holidays with their family Staying out past curfew 
Learning about their family history Picking on their siblings 
Admitting to their parents that they lied Ignoring their parents' phone calls or texts 
Telling their parents their grades Throwing a party without their parents' 
permission 
Going to school every day Hanging out with friends their parents don't 
approve of 
Working hard in school Lying to their parents about bad grades 
Asking a teacher for help Blaming a sibling in order to get out of 
trouble 
Respecting their teachers Buying something their parents would not 
approve of 
Signing up for a challenging class or activity Cheating on exams 
Researching colleges Skipping class  
Being involved in after-school activities Copying someone else's homework 
Running for student government Letting a friend copy their homework 
Participating in class discussions Forging their parents’ signatures 
Staying after school to get homework help Starting fights at school 
Donating to charity Disrespecting a teacher 
Working at an animal shelter Waiting until the last minute to start an 
assignment  
Recycling Bringing a weapon to school 
Picking up litter Swearing at a teacher 
Helping an elderly person Texting during class 
Volunteering at a food bank Damaging school property 
Getting involved with community 
organizations 
Ditching school early 
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Fundraising for an important cause Sneaking into an R-rated movie 
Volunteering at a hospital Trespassing on private property 
Admitting if they did something bad Stealing from a store 
Mentoring younger kids Eating at a restaurant and not paying the bill 
Giving change to a homeless person Downloading pirated music 
Raking a yard for others Using a fake ID 
Participating in a youth group Littering 
Adopting a pet from a shelter Egging or TP-ing houses 
Supporting a local business Illegally watching a movie online 
Planting trees to help the environment Cursing 
Cleaning grafitti Hooking up with their date in a movie theater 
Going to the library Sneaking into a movie they didn't pay for 
Borrowing a book from the library Stealing the answers to an exam 
Leaving a donation at a museum Faking being sick to avoid going to school 
Trying to be a good student Talking back to authorities 
Helping someone pick up things they dropped Sneaking into somewhere off-limits 
Feeding a neighborhood cat Snooping in their parents' closets 
Returning a lost pet Failing a test in school 
Holding the door open for a stranger Lying about completing chores 
Doing well for their family's sake Taking money from a tip jar 
Working with classmates towards common 
goals 
Damaging someone's car 
Returning a lost item Making a scene in public 
Turning in lost money Disturbing the peace 
Taking notes in class Cutting ahead of someone in a line 
Helping a neighbor Not studying for an exam  
Reporting cheating to a teacher Taking their parents' credit card without 
asking 





Supplemental Table 2. Whole-brain condition effects by attitude conflict and type of behavior 
Contrast and Region R/L BA x y z t k 
Peer Conflict > Mutual Conflict        
   Posterior superior temporal sulcus L 22 -52 -18 0 -4.04 191 
   Putamen L 51 -20 -4 2 -3.62 198 
        
Parent Conflict > Mutual Conflict 
   None        
        
Unconstructive Parent Conflict > Constructive Parent Conflict     
   Cuneus L 18 -4 -88 -8 4.39 181 
   Thalamus R  18 -28 14 4.33 137 
 
Unconstructive Mutual Conflict > Constructive Mutual Conflict  
   Ventromedial prefrontal cortex L 11 -8 40 -8 5.06 314 
Note: L and R refer to left and right hemispheres; BA refers to Brodmann area of peak voxel; k 
refers to the number of voxels in each significant cluster; t refers to peak activation level in each 
cluster; and x, y, and z refer to MNI coordinates. fMRI results are reported at p<.005, with a 
corrected cluster size ranging from 82-142 contiguous voxels. We included adolescents’ binary 
choice of peer or parent as a parametric modulator (PM; peer=1, parent=0), resulting in different 
interpretations based on the contrast. For the Peer Conflict>Mutual Conflict contrast, the PM 
identified neural activity in regions that showed differences in conforming to peers voluntarily 
(i.e., chose peer on Peer Conflict) vs. involuntarily (i.e., chose peer on Mutual Conflict). For the 
Parent Conflict>Mutual Conflict contrast, the PM identified neural activity in regions that 
showed differences in sticking with their original ratings (i.e., chose peers on Parent Conflict 
trials) vs. conforming to peers (i.e., chose peers on Mutual Conflict). For the Unconstructive 
Parent Conflict>Constructive Parent Conflict contrast, the PM identified neural activity in 
regions that showed differences in sticking with their original ratings (i.e., chose peers on Parent 
Conflict trials) toward unconstructive vs. constructive behaviors. For the Unconstructive Mutual 
Conflict>Constructive Mutual Conflict contrast, the PM identified neural activity in regions that 
showed differences in involuntarily conforming to peers’ ratings (i.e., chose peer on Mutual 
Conflict trials) toward unconstructive vs. constructive behaviors.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The research presented in this dissertation identifies developmental and neurobiological 
mechanisms underlying adolescents’ susceptibility to parent and peer influences in risky 
contexts. These studies provide novel evidence that developmental changes in the value, 
internalization, and socialization of risk attitudes from parents and peers may render adolescents 
more or less susceptible to risky influence across development and across contexts. Study 1 
demonstrates that adolescents consistently and highly value the risk attitudes of their parents and 
peers across development insofar that they are willing to pay money just to learn what their 
parents and peers think. While susceptibility to parent influence is insensitive to the value of 
parents’ risk attitudes across adolescence, susceptibility to peer influence depends highly on the 
value of peers’ risk attitudes in early adolescence, an effect that went away by mid-adolescence. 
Study 2 shows that adolescents’ own risk attitudes became more similar to their perceived peers’ 
risk attitudes and less similar to their perceived parents’ risk attitudes over time. The medial and 
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (mPFC, vmPFC) may play a key role in integrating both 
adolescents’ own risk attitudes and the simulated risk attitudes of their parents (but not their 
peers) at the time of adolescents’ own decisions, which is associated with intraindividual and 
interindividual changes in adolescents’ own risk attitudes. Finally, Study 3 highlights early 
adolescents’ ability to stick with their own risk attitudes when confronted with opposing attitudes 
from their parents and peers and conform selectively based on the type of behavior and influence 
under consideration. Collectively, these findings advance current theories of social influence by 
demonstrating that the motivational salience of knowing others’ risk attitudes contributes to the 
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persistent and powerful influence of parents and peers in the development of adolescents’ own 
risk attitudes. 
These studies provide a comprehensive understanding of the motivational and 
neurobiological underpinnings that explain when and why adolescents may turn to their parents 
and peers to guide their own decision making in risky contexts. Conceptions of adolescence 
often focus on the internal processes that buffer youth from social influence (e.g., regulatory 
capacity), yet current findings highlight important situational constraints on adolescents’ 
motivation to even seek and integrate the opinions of others across development. In early 
adolescence, adolescents were more likely to resist social influence when they did not value their 
peers’ risk attitudes (Study 1) and when there were discrepancies between their own attitudes and 
those of their parents and peers, particularly in negative contexts (Study 3). By mid-adolescence, 
differential valuation and simulation of parents’ or peers’ risk attitudes at the time of 
adolescents’ own choices were not associated with changes in adolescents’ risk attitudes (Studies 
1 and 2). Across adolescence and across social influence contexts, the vmPFC, a putatively key 
brain region for processing the subjective value of stimuli, was robustly engaged when 
participants considered shifting their own risk attitudes in the direction of their parents’ or peers’ 
risk attitudes (Studies 2 and 3). Together, these findings reveal that there are important 
motivational shifts from relying on the opinions of others to one’s own opinions during the 
transition from early to mid-adolescence that support more autonomous decision making in the 
face of (competing) social influences from parents and peers. However, given autonomous 
decision making initially conferred vulnerability to risk-permissive attitudes in early adolescence 
(Study 2), future research should explore how adolescents negotiate tradeoffs between exploiting 
familiar choices (e.g., their own attitudes) and seeking knowledge from more experienced or 
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valued others. For example, ongoing maturation of brain function in, or connectivity with, the 
subregions of the mPFC during adolescence may impede the ability to translate the value of 
social information (e.g., others’ opinions) into action. 
 The current research offers initial evidence that challenges the presumed social 
reorientation away from parent relationships and toward peer relationships during adolescence. 
Our studies provide consistent evidence that parents remain an important and enduring source of 
influence on adolescents’ own risk attitudes across development and social influence contexts 
(Studies 1-3). Parents’ risk attitudes are not only worth more than peers’ risk attitudes in high-
stakes contexts across adolescence (Study 1), but also serve to buffer more risk-permissive 
attitudes when adolescents simulated their parents’ choices when making choices for themselves 
particularly in early adolescence (Study 2). Although adolescents’ own risk attitudes did become 
more similar to their perceived peers’ risk attitudes than their perceived parents’ risk attitudes 
over time, this may be more indicative of the internalization of global (i.e., broad) stereotypes of 
risk-prone adolescents than proximal peer norms starting to outweigh parent norms (Study 2). 
Although it will be important for future work to examine how the interplay between global and 
proximal peer norms may lead to differential valuation of peers particularly in early adolescence, 
these findings suggest that the additive importance of peers—rather than the waning influence of 
parents—may better characterize the changing social milieu of adolescence. Importantly, both 
parents and peers exert a stronger positive influence than negative influence during early 
adolescence (Study 3), providing a more nuanced understanding of the potential positive and 
negative impacts of heightened susceptibility to social influence.  
In conclusion, the present dissertation research highlights important internal and 
contextual factors driving intraindividual and interindividual differences in adolescents’ 
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susceptibility to parent and peer influence. Increased susceptibility to risky influence during 
adolescence is determined not only by differential valuation and internalization of the risk 
attitudes of competing sources of influence, but also the developmental window and social 
contexts in which adolescents form and update their own risk attitudes. The recruitment of 
subregions of the mPFC implicated in value-based decision making may be particularly 
important for determining whether and how much adolescents’ own risk attitudes change across 
development and across social contexts. Understanding the neurodevelopmental mechanisms that 
render youth more or less susceptible to risky influences provides promising avenues for 
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